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ABSTRACT 
The Effe c t of Short - Term Counseling and Tutoring 
on Reading Achievement , Study Skills , 
and Personal Adjustmen t 
by 
Mi chael Lynn Maughan , Doctor of Edu catio n 
Utah Sta t e Univ ers ity , 1970 
Major Profes sor : Dr . David R. Ston e 
Department : P sychology 
This study was designed to investigate more comple t ely 
the effec t s of co un seling and tutoring on reading achieve -
ment , st udy skills , and personal adjustment within the con -
text of a college reading and study skil ls program . The 
study co nsisted of three phase s which corresponded with the 
three regular school qua rters. 
The subject s used in Phase I of this study were 12 
col lege students who voluntarily registered for a rea ding 
and study skills class at Utah State Univers ity during the 
1969 fall quarter plus 40 students who transfer red into the 
class from a remedial study class . In Phase II, there were 
45 stude nts who reg i s tered for the c la ss plus 6 transfer 
stude nt s from a remed ial study c l ass . In Phase III, 34 st u-
dents registered for the class and there we r e no tr a n sfe r 
s tudents . 
vii 
All students , each of the three quarters , atte nded the 
regular reading and study skill class periods besides either 
participating in counseling or tutoring sessions . St udent s 
in Phases I and II were alternately placed in either a 
counsel ing or tutoring group according to their ranked 
reading scores . They participated in either five one hour 
tutoring sessions or five one hour counse ling sessions de -
pending on their group placement . However , in Phase III , 
tutoring was statistically significant in increasing the 
speed of reading and outlining as well as increasing the 
quality of outline . 
(117 pages) 
viii 
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INTRODUCTION 
Success in school at a college level depend s on many 
fac tors . Recurring in the literature as two of the most 
important of these are reading and study skills . Although 
s uch skills are an essential part of pre - college education , 
they reach a peak of importance in the college setting . 
Here emphasis is pl ace d on reading , understanding , and 
utilizing much more material than at any previous time in 
the ed u cational program . If a student canno t meet these 
sc holastic demand s , emotional problems are likely to appear 
which can develop to the point of becoming a hindering fac -
tor in his academi c progress . Failure in reading and study -
ing can cause further emotional problems and the student 
finds himself in a cyc lic process . 
In most cases , poor reading and study skills are ac -
companied by some degree of emotional maladjustment . 
McDonald, Zolik and Byrne (1959) s tate that : 
Various studies strongly indicate that in many 
cases reading difficulties and personal maladjust -
ment are interrelated . There seems to be , how -
ever , no clea r-cut evidence as to which factor 
is cause , and which is effect . (p . 89) 
Bond and Tinker (1967) also comment on the cause and effec t 
relationship of reading and emotional problems . Th ey s t a te: 
Emotional maladjustment may be both an effect and 
a cause of reading disability in many cases . The 
emotional disturbance produced by failure to 
learn to read may then become a handicap to further 
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learning . A vicious circle is formed, i . e ., there 
is a reciprocal relationship between the emotional 
conditioning and the reading disability . (p . 133) 
Evidence can be found for both sides of the cause and effect 
controversy . Emotional problem s have been found to produ ~ 
poor reading and poor reading has been found to cause emo-
tional problems . 
Basically , two different approaches have been used in 
helping improve a person 's ability in reading and study 
sk ills and his emotional adjustment . The first approach 
rests upon the idea that improvement in s kills will create 
an improvement in emotional adjustment . As the person is 
able to improve his reading and study , he will consequently 
have more confidence in himself and feel better equipped to 
handle the academic pressures placed upon him . This in-
creased confidence in newly acquired or improved skills 
creates as a by-product a better emotional condition in the 
person . Various methods or programs have been instituted 
to improve reading and study skills . These range from speed 
reading clinics to individual tutoring in word - attack analy -
sis . Very few of these reading and study skill improvement 
programs aim specifically to improve emotional adjustment . 
They may recognize the existence of emotional factors in 
reading and study problems , but they generally view them to 
be of a secondary nature in contributing to reading and study 
difficulties . The goal of these programs is to concentrate 
on the supposed primary source of such difficulties -- that of 
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inadequate skills in the reading and study areas . Examples 
of programs which have concentrated on improving reading and 
study skills are reported by Entwisle (1960) , Stone (1962), 
and Weitzman (1965) . 
The second approach is founded upon the idea that 
improvement in emotional adjustment will create an improve-
ment in reading and study skills . As the person comes to 
understand hi s feelings and behavior better , he moves in the 
direction of knowing his capabilities and limitations in the 
aca demic environment. He better understands himself. This 
tends to relea se emotional frustrations which hinder his 
reading and study performance . This approach says , in effect, 
that alleviating emotional frustrations in a person ' s life 
will put the individual in a bettec emotional condition to 
improve his readin g and s tudy skills . Such methods or pro-
grams used i~ improving a person's emotional adjustment 
employ individual or group counseling. In these programs , 
emotional adjustment is seen as the primary cause of reading 
and study difficulties. Examples of studies using this ap -
proach are reported by Axline (1947), Bills (1950) , Crider 
(19 64) , Keith (1 964) , and Hall (1965) . 
Some investigators have attempted to combine these two 
approaches into one reading and study skill improvement 
program . Spach: (1959) is one re sea rcher who has done so . 
He feels that a reading improvement program should intend 
to improve the personal adjustment of the student ~swell as 
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improve reading skills . Spache is firmly convinced that the 
mechanistic and drill procedures used in improving reading 
skills should be accompanied by counseling and psychothera py . 
Studies by Johnson (1952), McDonald, Zolik and Byrne ( 1959) , 
Strickler (1964) , and Serwer and Levy (1966) have taken 
the course suggested by Spache . These experiments incorpo-
rated the tutoring of reading and study skill methods and 
the use of counseling methods into their designs . All four 
studies showed group counseling as well as tutoring to be 
effective in the reading and study skill improvement programs, 
but none of the studies clearly determined whether the method 
of counseling or the method of tutoring had the greatest 
positive effect on reading , study skills, or personal adjust-
ment . Although these studies did not answer the question as 
to which method was the most effective in influencing read-
ing, study skills , and personal adjustment, they do point 
the direction that research can take in the study of readi ng 
and study difficulties and some effective ways of overco ming 
them . 
Statement of the Problem 
Recent emphasis in r eadin g and study skill programs has 
been to incorporate not only the e ching and tutoring of 
study skills and reading , but also to include some co un se ling 
procedures . The teaching and tutoring of reading and study 
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skills has been thought to be most effective in increasing 
the reading and study ability of the student . The use of 
counseling methods has been thought to be most effective in 
reducing or eliminating emotional problems associated with 
reading and study . There is some evidence, however , which 
shows that the tutoring of reading and study skills has a 
strong positive influence on reducing emotional problems 
which might exist and that the use of counseling has a strong 
positive influence on increasing reading and study ability . 
Many reading and study skill programs are limited as 
to time and resources, and as a result , cannot incorporate 
the use of both tutoring and counseling within the scope of 
the program . Because of these limitations , the organizers 
of these various programs may be required to select just one 
approach , either counseling or tutoring , and hope that it 
will best suit the skill needs and emotional needs of the 
stude nts enrolled in the program. The question arises , there -
fore, as to the most effective approach in meeting the skill 
and emotional needs of the students . 
It is the purpose of this study to investigate the 
effect of tutoring and counseling in a reading and study 
skills program. More specifically , this study will attempt 
to discover : (1) whether counseling or tutoring is more 
effective in influencing reading and study performance , and 
(2) whether counseling or tutoring is more effective in in -
fluencing personal adjustment . 
Hyp o t hesis 
In order to investigate more completely the effec t th e 
variables of counseling and skill training through tutoring 
have on (1) reading achievement and study skills , and (2) 
personal adjustment , the following hypotheses were tested : 
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1. Students in the tutoring groups will make greater 
improvement in reading and study skill achievement than stu -
dents in the counseling groups . 
2. Students in counseling groups will make greater 
improvement in personal-emotional adjustment than students 
in tutoring groups . 
Definitions 
Personal adjustment--the variable of one ' s personality as 
represented by the n umerical scores on the Self - acce p t -
ance ( Sa) , Self-control ( Sc) , and F lexibility ( Fx ) 
scales of the California Psychological Inventory . 
Reading achievement--the variable of reading comprehens i o n 
and reading speed as rep r esented by the numerical sco re s 
on the Davis Reading Test . 
Study skill achievemen t- - t he variable of s tu d y a ttitud es , 
st u dy mecha n ics , a n d stu dy pla n ning and orga n iza t io n 
as represented by the nu merical scores on the Califo rni a 
Study Methods Survey . 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This review of the literature is primarily concerned 
with seven areas : (1) the relationship of personality and 
read ing and st udy skil l achievement ; (2) counseling and 
achieveme nt ; ( 3 ) counseling and reading and study s kill s ; 
( 4) counseling and personal adjustment; (5) tutoring and 
achieve ment ; ( 6) tutoring and reading and study skills ; and 
(7) tutoring and personal adjustment. 
Relation shi p of Personality and Readin g 
and Study Skill Achievement 
Much of a student ' s time is taken up with reading and 
studying . He must depend upon his reading and study sk ills 
to cover and master the material required of him . It has 
been found th a t the student ' s per sonal ity has a direct re-
lationship in influencing how well the student reads and 
studies . This secticn of the review shall include some of 
the personality dimensions as they rela te to reading and 
study efficiency. 
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The importance of studyi g and an individual ' s personal 
adjustment along with his reading and s tudy skills was poi nted 
out by Chronister (1964) who said : " Through research and 
clini cal observations, reading counselors and clinicians 
have learned that they cannot consider remedial treatmen 
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for unsuccessful readers without becoming involved with the 
individual's personality structure " (p . 253) . This type of 
research approach involving the inspection of personal adjust -
ment and reading and study skills was used by Smith and 
others (1956). These investigators worked with 80 college 
students who had registered for a seven -week corrective 
reading class . The st udents were given some personality 
tests and divided into one of two groups depending on their 
anxiousness , rigidity, organization , and permeability . Both 
gro up s of students were given experience in a directive 
teaching situation and a non-directive or discussion teach-
ing sit uation. The researchers found the permeable, anxious , 
and disorganized student to make optimum progress in reading 
efficiency under the directive teaching method . Students 
who were impermeable, rigid, and overly organized were not 
influenced by either teaching method in their reading ef -
ficiency. The implication from this early study was that 
the personality of the student does have a determining factor 
as to how effective a reading teacher may be . 
Another early study which showed a relationship between 
reading efficiency and personal adjustment was reported by 
Norman and Daley (1959) . By testing 83 sixth grade readers 
on the California Achievement Test and the California Test 
of Personality they found that superior readers recorded 
significantly higher personal adjustment scores than in -
ferior readers . 
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Proceeding on the assumption that personal adjustment 
and reading and study efficiency are related , numerous in -
vestigators have attempted to explore just what personality 
dimensions are involved . For example, Spache (1957) reported 
his work with 125 children in which he tested their personal 
adjustme nt with the Children ' s Form of the Rosenzweig Pict u re -
Frustration Study. He correlated the findings from this 
test with the children ' s reading level . He found the slow 
or inefficient readers to show significantly more hostility 
and overt aggressiveness toward othe rs . They also showed 
less ability to acknowledge or accept blame as well as less 
insight, more defensiveness, and less solution - seeking be -
havior. Henderson, Long and Ziller (1965) found similar 
resul t s to Spache's personal adjustment dimension of solution -
seeking behavior. They used 48 boys and girls from the ages 
of 7-14 who had entered a reading study center . These stu -
dents were match ed with successful readers in the local pub -
lie school system. The 48 experimental students were given 
tasks involving the moving and placing of out-out circles 
and pictures . These tasks were designed to measure the three 
aspects of the students ' self concept : differentiation , 
esteem, and individualism . As in Spache ' s st u dy , t hese 
investigators found the slow and inefficient readers to 
exhibit a strong dependency which affected such things as 
decision - making, evaluation, and information searching . 
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College students also have been widely used as sub -
jects in reading and personality studies . Two hundred and 
ninety freshman males and 125 freshman females were given 
he Cooperative Reading Test and the Cattell 16 Personality 
Factor Questionnaire by Anderson (1961) . Correlations of 
scores from the two tests were made . Anderson ' s study showed 
the good readers to be more introverted, emotionally sensi -
tive , self sufficient, and intelligent than poorer readers . 
The good readers were also less conscientious and less 
perseveri ng. No differences between the sexes were reported . 
Neal (1968) reported a similar st udy to Anderson ' s in which 
she compared 517 college males and females on the Minnesota 
Multiphasic Per sonality Inventory, the Kuder Preference 
Record, the Cooperative English Examination, end the SCAT. 
She was , however, specif ically interested in sex differences . 
~he results produced from her study showed the better female 
reader to be more quiet, thoughtful, feminine , and agreeable 
than poorer female readers . The better male reader was more 
quiet, thoughtful, and more cultured than males who were 
poorer readers . 
Raygor and Wark (1964) studied the personality - reading 
relationship, with emphasis on sex differences , on a more 
comprehensive level than did Neal . These authors took the 
MMPI profiles of 608 college males and 508 college females 
and correlated them with the students ' reading efficiency 
scores . The students in this study were freshmen in a 
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university reading and study skills center . A random sample 
of freshmen students at the same university was used as the 
control group . Raygor and Wark found that poor male readers 
t ended to complain more about their mental health , be more 
depressed , more irresponsible, more withdrawn , and have 
fewer social contacts than better male readers . Interestingly 
enough, however, the s e poor male readers were slightly more 
extroverted than better male readers . Poor female readers 
were actually found to be better adjusted psychologically 
than normal female readers . They were somewhat irresponsible 
and more superficially charming , but at the same time tended 
to be less depressed , less withdrawn and introverted , less 
anxious , and less uncomfortable than normal female readers . 
These results differed with Neal ' s good readers who were 
the more quiet and thoughtful regardless of sex . 
Knafle (1965) reported a study in which she too found 
students who showed the least reading improvement in a read -
ing improvement course to be slightly better adjusted 
personality - wise than students who made poor reading improve -
ment . She used 130 male college freshmen who attended a six 
weeks' reading improvement course . The California Persona l i ty 
Inventory was administered along with a reading achie v eme nt 
test to measure the personality - reading dimensio n. Res u l t s 
of Knafle ' s study were extensive : 
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• students with comparatively average or high 
initial reading scores would be likely to be judged 
as making good progress in reading if they were 
serious, honest , and conscientious ; calm , patient , 
and practical ; and cooperative , outgoing , and 
concerned with making a good impression . But 
students with comparatively average or high initial 
reading scores would likely to be judged as making 
average or low progress in reading if they were 
aggresive, confident, and persistent ; clever , 
enthusiastic, and spontaneous ; and adventurous, 
egotis i c , a nd assertive. 
Stud e nt s with comparatively low initial read-
ing s cores would be likely to be judged as making 
good progress in reading if they were agressive , 
confident, and persistent; energetic , ambitious , 
and versatile ; serious, honest, and conscientious; 
and dEpendable, moderate, and patient . Subjects 
with c omparatively low initial reading scores would 
be likely to be judged as making average or low 
progress in reading if they were gentle , perserving, 
and sympathetic. (p . 153) 
Neal (1968) reported on another study she did with 348 
college sophomore s . She attempted to study the relationship 
between personality a s measured by the MMPI and Kuder Prefer -
ence Record and reading ability as measured by the Coopera-
tive English Examination and the SCAT. She found that the 
poorer reader was apt to have more neurotic tendencies than 
the better reader. This kind of a reader was more dominant 
but more easily depressed. The able or better reader ex -
hibited few neurotic tendencies but seemed to be more intro -
verted and feminine. This reader was characterized by less 
rigidity and depression and showed more ideational interes t 
than the poorer reader . 
Not all studies dealing with personal adjustment charac-
teristics and reading and study skills have shown positive 
results . 
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Keshian (1962) selected 72 fifth graders ra ted as 
successf ul reader s and administered the Stanford Reading 
Test, the Iowa Silent Reading Test , and the California Test 
of Personality . The results showed that reading s u ccess 
was not dependent on any common personality type or pattern. 
Chron ister ( 1964) also did work with fifth graders in in-
vestigating the reading-personality relationship . He used 
167 stu dent s and adminis tered standardize d read ing a nd 
personality tests to them . Correlations were made which 
showed only a slight positive relationship between reading 
comprehe nsion and personality of the reader . In co n cl udin g 
his st udy, Chronister felt that " the teacher who is eval u a t-
ing the work of underachievers in reading shc ul d give con-
siderable attention to the appraisal of factors other than 
personality " (p. 257) . Similar results were found by Holmes 
(19 54 ) when he performed a very complex st udy with 220 col -
lege studen t s . He came to the conclus ion th a t ther e was no 
str ong relationship betw een reading disabilities in either 
speed or power of reading and any particular sy ndrom e of 
personality traits . 
As ca n be seen from this review of literature which 
dealt with th e relationship of personality to reading and 
study skill achieveme nt , opinions are many and varie d . Most 
researchers have found a positiv e relationship be tween read -
ing abi lity and personality , although the speci fi c per so nality 
traits vary from st udy to study . Othe r researchers bel ieve 
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no relationship exists . Although this dissertation is not 
primarily concerned with personality traits as related to 
reading and study skills , this is a factor when considering 
the possible results of counseling versus tutoring as re-
lated to reading, study skills , and personality . 
Counseli ng and Achievement 
Studies have been conducted by various authors to assess 
the effect of counseling on academic achievement , primarily 
as recorded by grade point average (GPA). Some positive 
results were noted by Spielberger and Weitz (1964), Dickenson 
and Truax (1967), Roth , Mauk sch and Peiser (19 67) , and 
Thelen and Harris (1968). Each of these authors conducted 
sim ilar studies compar ing the grade point averages of 
counseled groups with those of control groups . All found 
significantly higher increases in GPA in the counsele d groups 
as compared with the non-counseled control groups . 
Two other studies conducted by Winborn and Schmidt 
(1962) and by Gilbreath (1968) showed the opposite results . 
Gilbreath found that counsel ing originally raised the grade 
point averages of his subjects, but he discovered these GPA 
gains were no longer significant three months later when the 
GPA's of the counseled group were compared with the control 
group ' s . Winborn and Schmidt found their 68 underachieving 
college freshmen receiving short - term (six sessions) counsel -
ing actually were lower in GPA than their control group 
15 
receiving no counseli ng. 
Other studies analyzing the effect of counseling on 
academic achievement have shown diverse results . Calhoun 
(1956) used 76 under-achieving eighth graders to assess the 
effects of individual counseling on academic accomplishment . 
Although his subject s showed no significa nt improvement in 
achievement as meas ured by a standardized test battery , the 
counseled children did improve the level of their school 
marks . Mandel, Roth and Berenbaum (1 968) reported on 
a nother study conducted with 67 underachieving college st u-
dents placed in therapy groups according to their personality 
make-up : neurotic, behavior disorder , and adolescent reac -
tlon. At the end of the sixteen week period , the results 
showed no signifi ca nt difference between personality change 
and achievement ch a nge when the data was grouped irrespec -
tive of psychodiagnosis . Also no relationship was found 
between personality c hange and achievemen t change for the 
neurotic and the adoles=ent-reaction groups . However , a 
significant relationship was found between personality 
change and achievement change for the behavior-disorder 
group . These authors concluded that personality change can 
only be expected to produce achievement change for the be -
havior -d isorder group as they believe this group used under -
achievement as a means to maintain their personality develop -
ment status quo. 
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In two other st udie s dealing with co unseling and 
achieve ment, differing methods of counse ling were compared . 
Baymur and Patterson (1960) believed that if emotional 
factors are involved in underachievement , then therapeutic 
counseling should be effective in reducing underachievement . 
They divided 32 und e rachieving high school juniors into 
four groups : ( 1) individual counseled, ( 2) group counseled , 
(3) one - session motivatio nal counseled , and (4) non - counseled . 
At the end of the st udy, the authors found no significant 
difference among the four groups on any of the criter ia . 
However , they concluded that group counseling was more 
effec tive than individual counsel ing in influencing under -
achievement and cognitive-type problems, and individual 
counseling was mor e effec tive for personal problems and ad -
justment . 
In another s tudy comparing the effects of types of group 
counseli ng on per sona lity characteri s tics and grade point 
averages , Gilbreath (1967) divided 81 college underachievers 
into four leader-stru ct ured groups , four group - str u ctured 
groups , and one control group . The leader-structured group 
discussed topi cs such as : academic underachievement , goals 
and purposes , dependence-independence, self -f eelings , expres -
sion of anger and hostility , and impulses and controls , as 
these related to underachievement . The group - str u ctured 
groups were non-directive , and the emphasis was on topics 
spontaneously originated wi t hin the group . Most of these 
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groups ' time was spent discussing study habits , work sched-
ules, better methods of outlining text books , concentration 
problems , concerns related to vocational choice , and feel-
ings about their inability to achieve academically . The 
tests used to analyze these students were the MMPI (Depend -
ency , Anxiety , and Depression scales) , the Stern Activities 
Index (Abasement, Aggression, and Diffidence-Egoism scales) 
and grade point averages . In the leader-structured groups, 
ego strength was increased when compared with the control 
group, as well as greater positive change in GPA when com-
pared to both control and group-structure groups . In the 
group-structured groups, the rate of change in GPA was also 
higher than the control ' s . Also all the counseled students 
were better able to overtly express hostile feelings than 
the control group. After three months , the leader - struc-
tured groups were still showing greater positive change in 
GPA than the control group, but not greater than the group-
str uctured . 
Most of these studies point out that , in general , 
counseling does have a positive effect on improving grade 
point averages and academic achievement . Although these 
results aren ' t always highly significant , there does seem 
to be a majority of studies supporting counseling as a means 
of improving academic achievement . Drawing any conclusions 
from these studies is dangerous , however , inasmuch as most 
investigators agree that using the increase or decrease of 
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grade point average as a criterion of success is undesirable 
due to the num ero us factors affecting GPA. Even if GPA did 
increase in connection with counseling, it would be dif -
ficult to attribute the cause of the increase to counseling 
alone . However, the results of these studies are interest -
ing since this dissertation is indirectly concerned with 
counseling as a means of improving academic achieveme nt 
through improv ed reading and study skills . 
Counseling and Reading and Study Skills 
Counseling has been used occasionally as a means to aid 
students in their reading and study skills . Although re -
search in this area is not extensive , most of the studies 
that have been conducted show a positive relationship between 
counseling and increased ability in reading and study skills . 
Spache (19 55) believes there are three main trends in 
handling reading problems : (1) extended drill procedures 
using conventional means as well as mechanical devices ; 
(2) concentration on skill training and counseling ; and (3) 
psychotherapeutic techniques to eliminate emotional problems , 
thus reducing reading problems . Out of these three , Spache 
feels that counseling combined with skill t raining is the 
most effective. His reason is based on his success in using 
this method with 700 college students . Crider (1964) also 
found group guidance effective in handling reading disabilities 
among fourth graders . 
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At the end of her twelve week study , 
she found the co un seled group scored significantly higher 
on their reading scores than the control group . She believed 
that there was a strong relationship between personality 
conflicts and reading disability, and in thi s respect , group 
counseling was effective . 
Other studies using counseling with elementary and 
secondary school children have been conducted by Axline 
(1947) , Bills (1950) and Keith (1964) . Bills and Axline 
cond ucted similar studies using elementary school children 
classed as retarded or maladjusted readers . In Axline ' s 
study , the children received non-directive therapy , and they 
were free to choose their activities . No remedial reading 
instruction was given and reading was voluntary . The study 
was successful in that it helped the children toward better 
personal adjustment, which solved many of their reading 
problems . In Bill ' s study , non-directive play th erapy was 
appl ied to third graders , with the result of significant 
gains in reading scores . Keith work ed with junior high age 
children in a remedial reading class . These children also 
received individual co un seling . On the Stanford Achievement 
Test , his counseled ch ildren made significa nt gains i n para-
graph and word meaning as compared with remedial readers 
and normal readers receiving no counseling . 
Ano t her study done with college students which also 
shows a po sitive relationship between counseling and reading 
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was conducted by McDonald, Zolick, and Byrne (1959) . These 
authors divided their subjects into two groups : one receiving 
psychotherapy and one receiving an extra hour of individu -
alized reading instruction in lieu of each hour of psycho -
therapy . Their results showed that the psychotherapy group 
scored significantly higher on the Diagnostic Reading Test 
and the Reading Versatility Inventory than did the group 
receiving only individualized reading instruction . 
Hall (19 65) added fu rther evide nce of counseling help -
ing to improve reading achievement . She used 27 junior high 
school students in a remedial reading class for her subjec ts . 
Nine st udent s received remedial reading instruction and group 
counseling ; nine other students received remedial reading 
help only ; and the last nine students were placed in a regular 
classroom and receiv e d no remedial reading or counseling 
help . As measured by the Gates Reading Survey and the Doren 
Diagnostic Reading Test , the students receiving remedial 
reading instruction and counseling scored significantly 
better in reading achievement than st udents in the other two 
groups . She concluded that her study showed definite evi -
dence of counseling aiding reading achievement . 
Differing from these positive studies are two which 
found group psychotherapy or counseling no better than read -
ing instruction in improving reading skills . These were 
researched by Johnson (1952) and Strickler (1964) . Johnson 
taught reading skills to one group of college freshmen during 
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one year and left a second group as a control group . The 
following year, the second group received group psychotherapy . 
His results showed both groups improved their reading ability 
to the same extent . Strickler found similar results to 
Johnson ' s by using both elementary and secondary school sub-
jects . He gave one group one hour of remedial reading 
instruction , along with one ho 11r of group counseling , while 
another group received two corsecutive hours of remedial 
reading instruction. His results showed comparable gains 
in reading performan ce for toth groups . 
Combining both reading and study skills with counsel -
ing was the object of the University of Maryland ' s Reading 
and Study Skills Laboratory . Maxwell and Magoon (1962) told 
how students would come for help and were placed into one of 
three groups : vocabulary and spelling , study skills , or 
reading improvem ent . Their grouping depended on their scores 
on the Robinson-Hall Russian History Reading Test, the Brown-
Holtzman Study Habit s and Attitudes Test, and the California 
Personality Invento ry . In the reading improvement group , 
the results showed that reading speed gains and retention 
of good comprehension levels was more a function of the number 
of practice sessions attended . Students who attended more 
meetings had higher speed gains and better comprehension 
levels than those who attended fewer sessions . These read -
ing groups were given reading exercises as well as work with 
mechanical devices . The results of the study skills gro up 
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was not listed. However , the method used in this group is 
interesting to note. Each of these study skills groups 
discussed use of time , improving text book reading techniques, 
how to take better lecture notes, and how to prepare for and 
take examinations . In these groups, the counselor gave 
several brief lectures, and the students then compared their 
notes with the counselor ' s outlines. The counselor also 
discussed techniques, supervised practice sessions , and 
evaluated student progress each meeting. 
In another extensive study dealing with study skills 
conducted by Jones (1969), 64 college students signed up at 
a university counseling center to receive special help in 
improving their study performances . These students attended 
a basic study skills information class . In addition , they 
attended group counseling sessions. It is especially inter-
esting to note their counseling methods as these are some -
what similar to tho s e emplo yed by this researcher. In one 
seven-week section of their group counseling , modeling was 
presented in the form of a two page handout. This model 
offered suggestions on topics such as proper setti ng for 
studying , how to handle assignments , and how to s tudy. The 
cou n selo r would encourage and reinforce students to try out 
one of the model ' s st udy behaviors and then have the students 
report back to the group how successful or unsuccessful they 
were . During the next seven weeks sessions , the students 
prepared a list of those things which caused them so me 
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anxiety . The counselors used this list in desensitization 
procedures with the groups. For the last seven weeks , a 
group - centered counseling approach was used . Here there was 
relatively little structure , and group members were encour -
aged to express their feelings and problems . At the end of 
these 21 weeks of counseli ng, a self -report measure was used 
to indicate improvement in study habits . The results of 
this program saw many of these college students reporting 
that they had experienced" • • meaningful changes in be -
havior during the course of the weekly sessions " (p . 498) . 
In a lon e study conducted by Whittaker (1966), the 
res ults were not in favor of co un se ling as a means of im-
proving st udy skills . He conducted group counseling with 32 
college students . After 18 sessions, his experimental group 
did not differ significan tly from his control group in at -
titudes toward study as measured by the Brown - Holtzman Survey 
of Study Habits and Attitudes . 
Overall , it can be seen that counseling , especially 
group counseling, can be effective as a means of improving 
reading and study skills . Although there are a few studies 
to the contrary , the majority of research in this area does 
seem to favor counseling as an aid to students who wish to 
or have need to improve their reading ability and their 
study skills . 
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Counselin g and Personal Adjustment 
Group counseling procedures have been found to be 
generally productive in aiding the personal adjustment of the 
group members. Al hough numerous s tudies dealing with group 
counseling have been reported in the literature, this sec-
tion of the paper deals largely wi h the effects of per sonal 
adjustment of deficient readers after having gone through 
some group counseling procedures . 
McDonald, Zolik, and Byrne (1 959) , previously cited 1 
gave an extensive report of a college reading program in 
which psychotherapy was offered as part of a college reading 
improvement course. The stude nt s used in the study were 
randomly selected from all those colle ge students who had 
enrolled for the reading course. The students were divided 
into a control group and an experimental group. For a 
period of eight weeks , the experimental group was involved 
in ten group therapy sess ions besides performing the regular 
assignments in the reading program. The control group also 
did the regular class assignments but were given additional 
time in individual reading work in lie u of the group psy-
chotherapy sessions. Subjects in both the experimental and 
control groups were administered the Diagnostic Reading Test 
Battery , McDonald-Byrne Reading Versatility Test , Taylor 
Manifest Anxiety Scale , Zolik Q-sorts , and were given a 
personal interview before and after the eight week reading 
program . 
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At the end of the study , the students who had been 
in the experimental group showed significantly greater i m-
provement in self-concept than those in the control group . 
From the personal interview with all the students at the end 
of the experiment, it was discovered that experimental sub -
jects had become much more se lf-motivated toward achievement 
in college . They were also les s other-directed , and less 
fearful about school assignments and examinations . These 
s tudents report ed that it was easier for them to make friends 
and also easier to express themselves in a group of people . 
In short , the authors of this study found that group psy -
chotherapy had a very pronounced positive effect on the 
personal adjustment of the students in the study . 
Another more recent study reporting the positive results 
of group psychoth erapy with college students was published 
by Serwer and Levy (1966) . Their objective was to show the 
effectiveness of group counseling as coupled with a reading 
and study skill class at City College of New York . The 
authors suggested a unique procedure in combining psycho -
therapy with reading and study skill training . It involved 
the students coming to a semi-weekly class for six weeks . 
The class concentrated on study and reading skills . At the 
conclusion of the six weeks , two class meetings were devoted 
to discussion of the psychodynamics of reading and study 
problems. Then the students were allowed to go in one of 
several directions : (a) to study more about readi n g and 
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st udy sk ill s , Cb) to enter group counseling and s tudy p s y-
chological difficulties , Cc) to combine group co unseling with 
the stud ying of reading and study skills , or Cd) to drop 
out of the p rogram altogether . Although their report was 
lacking many specifics with regards to use of measuring 
instruments and statistical findings , they concluded that 
group counseling aided the students in more clearly seei ng 
some of th eir personal co nfli cts which we re affecting t heir 
reading and study . Group counseling helped them to not only 
see the conflicts they were having , but also helped them 
learn how to interact within the group so as to reduce 
personal anxiety , how to be oneself in the group , and how to 
use help from the group members in planning appropr iate 
action to overcome personal problems . Group members reported 
feeling a unity and mutual support within the group which 
replace d th e ir previous feelings of loneliness and i so la-
t ion . 
The positive results of co un seling have also been found 
with secondary school age s tu dents who were having reading 
diff i c ultie s . Gardner a nd Ransom Cl968 ) reported a s tudy 
dealing with 16 s tud en t s having "hard co re " learning problems . 
The st udents were see n in six to 40 group and individual 
co un se ling sessions depending on the need of the s tudent. 
Evid ent ly, no formal measuring devices were u sed s in ce the 
authors report on the observatio n s made by s taff members. 
These reported obse rvations noted that 14 of the 16 studen ts 
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manifested marked attitude changes toward school . It was 
felt that these attitude changes were a direct result of the 
counseling employed in the program. 
A previously mentioned study which also shows positive 
results of counseling on personal adjustment was that of 
Hall (1965). She used the California Test of Personality 
and found counsel ed junior high remedial readers to score 
significantly higher than non-counseled remedial readers 
after 24 counseling sessio ns. In another earlier mentioned 
study , Keith (19 64) discussed the outcome of individual 
counseling with 18 junior high studen t s in a remedial reading 
class . Nine st ud ents were placed in an experimental condi -
tion where they received individual co unseling when they 
requested it . That amounted to about nine times during the 
six month program. The other nine students remained in the 
remedial reading class and received no extra tutoring or 
counseling . A blind co ntrol group not in the remedial read-
ing class was also used . According to the San Diego Inven-
tory of Reading Attitude , the students in the experimental 
group made significant gains in attitudes toward reading . 
This finding is suspect , however , due to the possibility of 
the Hawthorne effect influencing the results . 
Crider (1 964) , as discussed earlier , reports success in 
a group guidance program which concentrated on personality 
conflict and reading retardation of fourth grade students . 
Eighteen students were matched according to age, sex , and 
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test scores . They were then divided into an experimental 
group and a control group . The students in the experimental 
group received group co unseling for 12 weeks . The other 
students received no special treatment . Crider found the 
experimental students scored significantly better on the 
California Test of Personality than the control st udent s at 
the en d of the study . 
Neither Keith ' s nor Crider ' s studies involved their 
control subjects in a corresponding activity to that of the 
experimental subjects ' counseling . This proves to be a 
weakness in their experimental design and places some doubt 
on their results . Strickler (1964) took this weakness into 
account in hi s earlier mentioned st udy, however , by provid -
ing his control subjec ts with an hour of reading instruction 
in lieu of counse ling . The counseling group discussions 
were centered upon the common reading difficulties of the 
group members and also the social adjustment problems con-
fronting them at school and at home . The counseled groups 
showed a significantly greater improvement in positive 
attitudes toward school and social situations than the non -
cou ns eled control students . 
Counseling procedures, especially group counseling , 
have been found to be successful in influencing attitude 
and personal adjustment of people not directly having read -
ing or study difficulties . Arbuckle and Boy (1961) reported 
success in improving the correlation between ideal - self a nd 
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actual - self with a group of secondary school st udent s . 
Using short -t erm counseling or counseling for just a few 
sessio ns, Gross and DeRidder (19 66) described a st udy in 
which counseled college students made significant movement 
in the direction of becoming non-rigid , accepting , and 
personally experien cing individuals in those few counseling 
sessions . Willi ams (1962) also reported work he did with 
college student s in a period as short as two sess ion s . He 
found that the adjustment level and overall congruence of 
the co unseled students increased signif icantly when compared 
to non - counseled control students . 
Coh n and Sniffen (196 2) found group counseling to be 
effective with sPventh graders who had demonstrated acti ng-
out behavior and underachievement . Caplan (1 957 ) reports 
si milar success with junior high stu dents reported to be 
unruly , a nti- social , unteachable , and incorrigible. 
Other v ariations of uses and results of grou p co un sel -
ing were seen in reports by Woal ( 1964 ), Leib and Snyder 
( 1967) , and Duncan (1967) . Woal found group counse ling to 
be effective with junior high students in : (1) re ducing 
their failures in subject matter , ( 2 ) improving their work 
habits , and (3) improving their behavior . Leib and Snyder 
reported no significant d ifferen ces in self-actual ization 
between college students who received a counseling -d isc ussion 
approach to learning material in a psychology class as com -
pared with students who received a lecture approach . And 
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finally , Duncan described work with 55 high school seniors 
who were told to select a behavior they would like to change 
or modify . They were then instructed by the group counselor 
as to the way to change their selected behavior by record -
ing it, plotting its rate of occurrence , and altering the 
contingencies of the environment to change it . The group 
members used this instruction in attempts to change some 
specific behavior . The students were divided into counse l-
ing groups and they reported to their group each week as to 
the progress they had made in changing their behavior . In 
order to come to the next week ' s meeting , the st u dents had 
to have six days of data on which he or she could report . 
Group members shared in the function of group support and 
suggested possible better methods for behavioral changes 
through this group program . A follow-up study showed that 
this group method was very successful in maintaining the 
behavioral changes. 
In summary, there is extensive literature to show that 
group counseling procedures are effective at both a second -
ary school level and at a college level in affecting a va -
riety of personality dimensions . More specifically , s t uden t s 
in reading programs have had self-concept , motivation , 
anxieties, attitudes toward reading and school , feelings of 
loneliness and isolation, and interpersonal interactions 
constructively affected by group counseling . From this 
review of studies , tt1e conclusion may be drawn that group 
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co unseling is an effective means for helping an individual 
become be t ter adjusted . This improvemen t of personal adjust -
ment includes both feeli n gs and att itudes about onesself , 
as well as improved attitudes and behavior t owa rd others in 
one ' s environment . 
Tutorin g and Achievement 
Tutoring , although often used by scho ols and students , 
has n ot been studied a nd researched to a large extent . 
However , most of the studies co ndu cte d in thi s area have 
show n tutorin g as a positive influence on academic ac hieve-
ment . Payne (1967) indi cated the importance of tutoring in 
the school setting when he said : "Historically , tutoring 
has always been a method of study and a method of enlarg ing 
the co mprehension of school assign me nt s " (p . 2 1) . He went 
on to point out that the general objectives of a tutorial 
program were : II to give aid to pupils who need extra 
atte ntion in imp roving their work, " a nd to " . provide 
a situation where a less formal atmosphere and personal 
a ttention contribute to situations in which the pupil can 
learn a nd also improve his self - image " (p p. 21 - 22) . Payne 
also state d t hat there are four major types of t ut oring 
programs wit hin a com mun it y : 
(1) Students organ i zed at a school to tutor pupils 
within that school . 
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(2) Tutors sponsored by community agencies or edu -
cational institutions sponsoring tutorial programs . 
(3) Teaching assistants regularly assigned to work 
with tea chers and classes . 
(4) Volunteer tutors from the community and school 
staff. 
Most tutoring programs fall under one of these four types, 
and the results often sho w an influence on academic improve-
mentor on person al adj ustment . This section is only con-
cerned with academic impro vement ; personal adjustment will 
be discussed in a later section. 
In one significant study dealing with tutoring as re-
lated to achievement, Taylor (19 69) com pared 31 tutored 
freshmen engineering students with the sa me number of non-
tutored freshman engineering students . The subjects for 
both groups were matched on their previous high school rank 
and on college grades . The results showed that for those who 
participated extensively in the tutoring program , the program 
was effective. Also those students with a college grade-
point of less than 2 . 00 made significant academic improve -
ment . For tho se students who infrequently used the tutoring 
services or who had college grade point averages of more 
than 2 . 00 , the results were not statis tically different from 
the control group's. 
Fleming ( 1969) , using elementary school children to 
tutor younger pupils, found individual raises in schoolroom 
test scores and on classroom grades for those students who 
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were tutored. Hunter (1968) , using college students to 
train fifth and sixth graders to be tutors for second and 
third grade children, also found her program to be "very 
successful . " She felt the very young children benefited 
from the tutoring instruction given by their slightly older 
peers. Neither study reported results statistically . 
In a diff ering s tudy which showed non-positive effects 
of tutoring on achievement , Whitla (196 2) found his students 
tutored specifically for the College Board Scholastic Apti-
tude Test scored no higher on the test tha n did those s tu-
dents receiving no tutoring. 
Although little research has been done in the tutoring 
area , much of it indicates that tutoring does have a positive 
influence on academjc achievement . Taylor ' s study was par -
ticularly noteworth v , as his results showed that tutoring 
had a greater influence on students with lower grade - point 
averages . Regretfully, most of the other studies gave only 
the researchers' opinions and not statistical data . 
Tutoring and Reading and Study Skills 
One of tutoring's most effective uses has been with 
reading programs, and to a much smaller extent , with study 
skills programs. Again, research in these two tutoring 
areas was limited, but in general, it was in favor of tutor-
ing or supervised practice as a means of increasing skills 
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in the reading and study areas . Bliesmer (1955) reviewed 
literature for college reading programs for the years 1948-
1953, and concluded that results were positive in almost 
all cases for tutoring as a means of improving reading speed 
and comprehension, as well as grades . He also noted that 
the methods a nd bases used for judging these reading tutor-
ing programs varied widely. An example of a behavior ori -
ented reading and study skills program is reported by Stone 
(1962) . In this program, 62 college students were given 
instruction in two b as ic methods of reading and idea collec -
tion. They were then given a type of tutorial assistance 
where they practiced using these methods over a six session 
training period. The speed of reading and idea collection 
as well as the qu a lity of the student ' s idea collections 
were recorded . A co ntrol group of stude nts from a general 
psychology class was used in the study . It was found that 
both speed of reading and idea collection greatly improved 
during the brief training period. 
Taking a different approach to tutorial research , 
Shaver and Nuhn ( 1968) conducted an extensive study among 
underachieving third, sixth, and ninth graders . These s tu -
dents were tutored for one school year , with a reading and 
writing test from the Sequential Tests of Edu cational 
Progress used to measure their progress. At the end of the 
year, the tutored pupils scored significantly better than 
the control group on the STEP reading and writing test . At 
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the end of two years, a follow-up study was conducted (Shaver , 
1969). The former tutored sixth and ninth graders were still 
s ignificantly better in reading and writing than the control 
group, although the former third graders were not . Also in 
the s e two studies, the authors compared tutoring one pupil 
by one tutor with one tutor for every three pupils . No sig-
nifi ca nt differen ce was found for these ratios , nor was 
there any differen c e in the follow-up study comparing a one 
tutor to five pupil s with the one to one and the one tutor 
to three pupil s . As Shaver points out, these findings are 
s ignificant be ca u s e they give a broader view of tutoring 
than a one to one relationship . 
Two other s tudies also s howing positive results for 
tutoring in reading programs were conducted by Raygor (1959) 
and Baun (1965) . Ray gor measured the means score in reading 
c omprehension in a co llege reading class which met twice 
weekly for seven week s . He found there was a marked increase 
in reading ability a s the course progressed . Although no 
s tatistical results a re given, Baun also felt positive re -
sults were made in tutoring negro high school students in 
remedial reading. 
Although not discrediting the value of tutoring , two 
studies conducted by McDonald , Zolik , and Byrne ( 1959) and 
by Strickler (1964) questioned the effectiveness of tutoring 
when compared with counseling in improving reading skills . 
Although these studies were reported on earlier in th i s 
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review, some of their results are pertinent for this sec -
tion. Strickler found similar gains in reading performance 
between his counseled pupils and his pupils who received an 
extra hour of remedial reading tutoring in place of counsel-
ing. Going even further , McDonald , Zolik , and Byrne found 
their counseled group did significantly better on the 
Diagnostic Reading Test and on the Reading Versatility Inven-
tory than an equivalent tutored group of college students . 
In tutoring to improve study skills , very little re -
search has been done . Entwisle (19 60 ) did an extensive 
review of past reported study s kill courses , categorizing 
them according to study , kind of student , criterion used , 
baseline used, methods used to correct bias , and performance 
in excess of baseline. Her results concluded that : (1) 
study skill courses will usually be followed by improvement ; 
( 2) the course is most beneficial for students who desire 
to take it; and ( 3) any gains noted are not necessarily 
related to either the content or the duration of the course . 
Schneyer (1963) went on to attempt to categorize the type of 
st udent who would get the most out of a study skills course . 
Although his results were not statistically significant , he 
found a trend that those students who were high improvers 
in the study skills class tended to be highly flexible , well -
motivated for academic studies , emotionally stable and non -
anxious . They also tended to be those whose initial reading 
scores were low, who had better " study mechanics ," s tudy 
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habits, and study attitudes than did the low improvers . 
In studying the effects of tutoring on study skills , 
Weitzman (1965) did extensive research in an attempt to 
evaluate the effectiveness of a tutoring program on a second-
ary school level. Each of his utoring sessions were made 
up of three to five voluntary students who met twice weekly. 
The tutors themselve s were juniors and seniors at the high 
school who each set up their own criterion for their tutor-
ing sessions . In all , 25 tutoring students were compared 
with 25 control students. Weitzman's results showed that 
the tutored students made greater improvement on their class-
room assignments than the non-tutored pupils , as well as 
increased motivation in their subjects . Also significant 
was the fact that the tutored students showed greater improve-
ment in their study habits as rated on a four point scale 
(poor to excellent) by their teachers before and after the 
study . No difference, however , was noted between the 
tutored and the con rol group on exam and quiz scores . 
Although sparse, the literature here reviewed does sup -
port the belief that tutoring has a positive influence on 
reading and study ski lls. More research needs to be done 
in this area , as well as in the tutoring area as a whole . 
Tutoring and Personal Adjustment 
A survey of the literature revealed few studies report -
ing the personal adjustment effects due to a tutoring program , 
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especially in the reading and study skills area . Perhaps 
one of the most useful early studies dealing with the effects 
of tutoring was reported by Raygor (1959). He set o ut to 
examine personality changes which took place in conjunction 
with the taking of auniversity reading and study skills 
clinic . He administered personality inventories , question -
naires, and measure s of reading ability before and after a 
seve n week course in college reading improvement . The 
Cattell Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire was used 
as the major personality inventory. Fifty college males and 
58 college females were used as subjects in the study . 
Raygor not only found that the reading ability of the stu -
dents improved, as mentioned earlier , but that " • the 
general trend of personality change is in the direction of 
decreased anxiety and increased emotio nal stability and self -
confidence " (p. 217). 
Englander (1960) used the same basic pre- post-test 
experime ntal design as Raygor in measuring the attitudes of 
students who had just completed a college course in read ing 
improvement . A special closed-ended personality question -
naire was created by the author and used to measure person-
ality changes . Forty - six college studen ts partic ipated 
in the study . At the conclusion of the program, it was found 
that the students had made significant changes in a positive 
direction toward : self -concept in reading , attitudes toward 
reading , and self-concept in studying . There was a 
significant negative correlation , however , in attitudes 
toward school. 
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Looking again at Strickler's (19 64 ) study, as in 
Englander's, tutoring did not improve a student ' s attitude 
toward school . It was found that the counseled students 
s howed significantly greater improvement than tutored stu -
dents in acquiring more positive school and social attit udes. 
From the result s of Englander ' s and Strickler ' s studies , it 
might be suggested that tutorial effort in improving one ' s 
rea ding and study skills can be effective in changing one ' s 
attitudes about one's sel f but not necessarily about one ' s 
environment or people in that environment . 
Tutoring has been found to affect the dimension of 
personal adjustment called motivation . McKeachie and others 
(1960) set out to determine whether a college tutorial pro -
gram in a college psychology class would be successful . Some 
students were tutored withinthe setting of the regular class -
room, some were tutored in a laboratory setti n g , and others 
had no tutoring , but just attended lectures . It was found 
that the students who were tutored had more favorable ratings 
on motivational measures than studen ts who just attended 
class lectures. Weitzman (1965), in a study reported on 
earlier , also found that tutoring created an increase in 
motivation of the student toward school . 
In conclusion , the reviewed studies in this section 
have s hown that by improving one ' s educational or academic 
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skills by tutoring, an individual's personal adjustment may 
also be improved. This statement needs to be treated wi t h 
caution, however, as there is a lack of research progra ms 
dealing directly with this cause and effect relationship . 
It appears that a person's self-concept toward reading and 
stud ying as well as his motivation toward academic achieve -
ment can be improved by tutoring programs , but more research 
is needed to confirm these findings . 
Conclusion 
From this review of literature , some major conclusio n s 
can be made . First of all, the reading and study achievement 
of a person seem to be related to that person ' s personality 
but not nece ssarily in a cause and effect relationship . 
Secondly , counseling and tutoring can be effective in in -
creasing a student ' s overall achievement , his reading and 
study skill achievement , a nd his per sonal adjustment . There 
is, however , a la ck of evidence as to which approach , couusel -
ing or tutoring , is the most effective in increasing these 
areas. 
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METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Ex p erimental Design 
The basic design of this study consisted of three 
phases which corresponded with the regular school quarters . 
Phase I involved students who enrolled for the Reading and 
Study Skills Class (Psychology 80) at Utah State University 
fall quarter , 1969. In this phase , students attended the 
regular class besides participating in either a t u toring or 
co unseling group during the same quarter. The effects of 
tutoring and counseling were measured by pre - and po st -
testing the se students on reading achievement , study - s kill 
achieve ment , and personal adj u stment . Phase II involved a 
second group of students who had enrolled for this same class 
(Psychology 80) the follow ing winter quarter at the same 
university . Th0se stude nts also attended the regular class 
besides particip ating in either a tutoring or counseling 
group . During winter quarter , the experimenter took ad -
vantage of selected procedu res used earlier in Phase I , and 
improved the components of both tutoring and counseling . 
The counseling sessions were focused on a behavior modifi -
cation procedure which allowed the students to reward t hem -
selves for specific improved behavior. The tutoring pro -
ce dures during Pha se II also varied from those of Phase I 
in that the variety of materials used was extended for bo t h 
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easy and harder reading selections . Although the tutoring 
and counseling procedures were changed during Phase II , the 
effects of the tutoring and counseling were still measured 
in the same mar.ner as during Phase I . 
A third phase, Phase III, of experimentation was the 
investigation of the particular reading and study selection 
skills taught in the regular reading and study skills class . 
Phase III involved a third group of students who had enrolled 
for Psychology 80 spring quarter. This phase stemmed basi -
cally from the con s ideration of the transfer problem related 
to reading comprehension . The results obtained from the 
standardized instrument used in Phases I and II , the Davis 
Reading Test, showed little change in reading comprehension 
as a result of the regular methods as taught in Psychology 
80 . The aim of thi s phase was to assess improvement in read-
ing utilization rather than expecting transfer to basic 
aptitude as reflected in reading comprehe nsion . During Phase 
III, the same basic procedure was used as in the tutoring 
group of Phase II. This was done for the purpose of compar -
ing specific (identi cal elements) transfer with the lack 
of general transfer to reading comp rehension found in Phases 
I and II. During Phase III , reading and study skill achieve -
ment were measured with scoring procedures derived spec if-
ically from the study -reading skills taught in Psychology 80 
rather than from the general reading assessment in the 
standardized commercial instrument. These scoring procedures 
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measured the s tudent s ' improvement in speed of reading and 
outlining CR and O score ) and the quality of the outline 
(quality score ). The class activities which took place in 
Phase III were designed to contrast the tran sfe r of s pecific 
reading utilization skills with more general tr a nsfer t o 
reading com p rehension . 
Phase I 
Subjec t s 
The s ubj ects used in thi s ph ase were 52 college s tudents 
who enrolled for the Reading a nd Study Skills Class (P sy -
chology 80 ) at Utah State University during fall quarter , 
1969 . Twenty -t hree percent of t hese stu dents were from the 
general college s~udent population and had re g ist e red for 
Psychology 80 as one of their regu l ar classes fall quarter. 
The o ther 77 per cent of the students were transfers from a 
no-credit remedial st udy class required fo r th ose stude nt s 
in general regi stration . To be placed in general registra -
tion, the s tudent s had to score 14 or below on their math 
a nd overall s t andard scores besides 2 1 or below on their 
Engli s h s tandard sco re on the American College Testing Pro-
gram (ACT). Those st udents in th e general registration 
remedial s tudy class were offered the cha nce to transfer to 
Psychology 80 which was a t wo- credit cou rse . Most of the 
s tud en t s made the transfe r a nd enrolled for Psychology 80 . 
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Out of the 52 students who took Psychology 80 fall 
quarter , approximately 80 percent were freshmen. 
students were sophomores , juniors, and seniors . 
The other 
Thirty -
three students were used in the statistical analysis of the 
study since 19 were elimina ted due to the lack of complete 
test results . The reason the test results for many students 
were not available for analysis basically stemmed from the 
structure of the class , Psychology 80 . The class was set 
up on a voluntary basis ; that is, the students could work 
for the point level they desired depending on whether they 
wanted an "A', "B", or " C" grade. This voluntary work level 
did not affect the composition and nature of the counseling 
and tutoring groups, however, since the experiment was de-
s ign ed so that the members of these treatment groups would 
be randomly selected and the choice of course point levels 
also would be random . This meant that those in one group 
who chose to do selected parts of the co urse, depending on 
whether they were working for an "A", "B", or "C", would not 
affect the comparison in any systematic way with the other 
group . 
Materials 
During each phase of the study, all students who enrolled 
for the Reading and Study Skills Class used as their text-
book Improving Speed and Power of Comprehension in Listen-
ing , Reading , and Study written by David R. Stone, Utah 
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State University. This text was composed of fifteen reading 
and study skill projects which the students were required to 
complete . In the process of completing these projects , the 
students were taught a " subsumption " training method which 
included four different methods of collecting and organizing 
material (both textual and vocal) into their written notes. 
In addition to these methods of colJection and organization , 
a process of reconstructing the collected material was also 
taught to the students . The methods of material collection 
and organization and reconstruction closely followed the 
subsumpti ve theory as conceived by Ausubel (1964). The 
objectives of thi s Reading and Study Skills Class were to: 
. give you a set of comprehe nsion skills which 
can be used for both reading and listening, and 
which will help you in the college -needed per -
formance of reporting and test-taking . For the 
purpose of training, reading, listening , and note -
taking skills are combined since they are basic 
to success in college st udy, and all involve com -
prehension skil ls: ( l) relating main points to 
supporting details, and ( 2) using important self -
developed quest ions to chec k what you have found 
in reading or listening . (Stone, 1970 , pp . I-1, 
I-2) 
The materials used by those students in the tutoring 
groups consisted of different expository articles averaging 
about 2200 words in length . Six of the articles were co n-
tained in the class text. Two of the articles were part of 
Science Research Associate ' s collection published in 1959. 
All articles are listed in Appendix A . No special materials 
were used for the Phase I counseling procedures . 
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Procedures 
General procedure of the class during Phase I . All 
class members attended the regular class meetings of the 
eleven week fall quarter . The class involved meeting two 
times a week for 50 minutes each session . The students 
attended the regular class session once each week and met in 
either a counseling or tutoring group during the other class 
session that same week . Most of the regular class sessions 
co nsisted of instructing the students on how to complete the 
15 projects in the class text. Time would be provided be -
fore the end of each regular class session for students to 
ask questions about the projects and discuss with the in -
structor their progress in the class . 
So that they could complete the projects, all students 
were taught a " subsumption " training method . This method 
was based on a controlled input of important ideas and re -
lated details. It utilized a " shrinkage " principle . In 
using this method, the student practices selecting importan t 
ideas and details at three levels . In the most extreme, 
99 percent shrinkage is used . This means that the student 
in effect selects or constructs one key word for approxi -
mately 100 words of the lecture or text material . The aim 
is to teach the student to use " organizers " (Ausubel, 1963) . 
The stude nt then practices shrinkage of 95 percent , and 
finally, 85 percent. Past research (Stone, 1962) shows that 
complete reconstruction of the esse~tials of an original 
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article or lecture ca n be achieved by a careful selection of 
only 15 percent of the material (85 percent shrinkage) . 
Further , with training , many students get full coverage 
with even more shr inkage. This procedure which utilizes 
different levels of shrinkage is called the R & 0 in the 
study, since reading and outlining is the means of training. 
The class was set up so a student could earn a "C" 
grade by just completi ng the 15 projects in the textbook. 
If the student wanted to try for a "B" or an "A" grade, he 
had to complete the 15 projects and take a final examination . 
The final examination cons isted of applying one of the learned 
methods of material collec tion and organization on a schol -
arly article . Participation in the co unseling and tutoring 
activities did not affect their course grade, as such . 
Gro uping. In addit ion to attending the regular class 
sessions , each student was assigned to either a counseling 
or a tutoring group. This was done by alternately assigning 
them to one or the other of the groups on the basis of their 
ranked initial Davis Reading Test scores . Following their 
initial assignment to eithe r a counseling or a tutoring group, 
the students were further divided into two counseling and 
two tutoring groups. Numerically, there were 12 students in 
one counseling group and 13 students in the other counseling 
group . The -two tutoring groups contained 11 and 16 members 
in them respectively . This further sub-grouping from the 
general counseling or tutoring groups was made by grouping 
those students who could meet at some common time in ac-
cordance with their other class schedules . 
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The author of this study served as both counselor and 
tutor to the respective counseling and tutoring groups. 
Because the counseling and tutoring procedures differed 
greatly , it was felt that there would be a minimum amount of 
contami nation by using the same person as a counselor and 
tutor . 
Tutoring activities . The group tutoring sessions con -
sisted of practicing different methods of material collec -
tion and organization as had been previously taught and 
applied in th e reg ul ar classroom under the general " subsump -
tion " training method . This involved selecting and organiz -
ing important ideas and related detail from various articles . 
During part of the time in the tuto r ing sessions , the group 
tutor wou ld guid e the learning ta s k and help th e students 
create the "best " possible selection of important ideas in 
the artic le they had just read. The group tutor would use 
the previously talked about methods of material collection 
and orga nization in guiding the learning task. At other 
times, the group members were asked to read a particular 
article , select the key concepts, and then organize them 
according to a type of selection and organization method. 
When they completed this taks, they brough t their work to the 
group tutor and evaluated it with him. The group tutor also 
encouraged the g~oup members to ask queEtions about th e 15 
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project assignments in the text . He attempted to help them 
overcome any confusion or problems they had in regards to 
the projects . He also helped them get s tart ed on those 
projects they didn't know how to do . Five group tutoring 
sessions were held during Phase I . Selected tutor monologues 
during the Phase I tutoring sessions are located in Appendix 
c. 
Counseling activities . The counseling activities during 
this phase revolved around the group co unselor helping the 
group members explore thei r feelings about themselves , to-
ward others in the group and outside of the group , towards 
school in general, and toward other pertinent factors in 
their lives . It was assumed that this exploration of feelings 
about different problems would produce insight and provide 
ways for taking action to overcome the problems. 
The general procedure of the counseling groups was to 
have the group counselo r introduce a topic, or two or more 
related topics , at the beginning of each group session . He 
would then ask different group members how they felt about 
the problems and how they handled such problems in their 
lives. The group counselor would try to get all group members 
involved in the discussion by occasionally asking differe nt 
individuals what they thought about the problem being dis -
cussed. He would also encourage group members to respond 
freely to the commen ts of other group members. It was ex-
plained to all g~oup members that one of th e main purposes 
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for getting together was to learn more about one ' s personal 
feelings by learning to understand how others felt and how 
others handled problem situations. Also , the group members 
were encouraged to support each other and add helpful com-
ments that served as feedback for each other . At the con -
clusion of each group sess ion, the group counselor would 
attempt to summarize some of the points made during the 
counseling discussion. He would sometimes ask other group 
members what they got out of the group session . This sum-
mary would serve as the basis for the topic of the next 
week ' s session . 
The topics which were brought up for each week ' s group 
session usually originated from the previous group discussion . 
Some of the major topics which were dealt with were : problems 
in reading and studying , effective and ineffective methods 
of study, how one is perceived by others, how one would 
like to be perceived by others , situations in college which 
were frustrating or aggra vating, and how to handle differ -
ences of opinion or feeling with others like roommates . 
Even though some of these topi cs did not directly deal with 
personal feelings (such as effective study methods) , the g r ou p 
members were encouraged to keep their comments on a persona l 
level (what the subject being discussed means to you) so tha t 
the group discus sio n would be more meaningful . Five group 
counseling sessions were held during this phase . Selec t ed 
counselcr monologues during Phase I counseling sessions are 
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located in Appendix C . 
Testing and analysis 
All members of both the tutoring and counseling groups 
were pre - tested and post -t ested with three tests : the Davis 
Reading Test, the California Psychological Inventory, and 
the California Study Methods Survey . The Davis Reading Test 
was used to measure any c hanges in the studen ts' reading 
speed a nd reading level (comprehension). The California 
Psychological Inv e ntory was used to measure any changes in 
the stude nts' personal a djustment. To measure personal ad -
justment as defined in this s tudy, the Self - acceptance , 
Self-control, and Flexibility scales on the California 
Psychological Inventory were used . These specific scales 
were used because of their high intercorrelations with the 
other sca les on the CPI, and their low intercorrelations 
amo ng themselves. And finally, the California Study Methods 
Survey was used to measure any differences between pre- and 
post - testings in the st udents' attitudes toward school, 
their use of a systematic plan in completing scholastic 
tasks, and their reported effectiveness in using mechanical 
aspects of study . 
An analysis of covariance was used in sta ti stically 
testing the hypotheses. This was done by comparing the pre-
and post -t est results of t he counseling and tutoring groups. 
The pre -t est scores of the three tests served as the 
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covaria tes and the post-test scores of the three te s ts were 
treated as the criterion or treatment variable. 
Pha se II 
Subjects 
The subjects used in this phase were 51 co llege students 
who enrolled for the Read ing and St udy Skills Class (P s y-
chology 80) a t Utah State University during winter quarter, 
1970 . Eighty-nin e percent of th ese students were from the 
general col l ege student population and had registered for 
Psychology 80 as one of th eir regular classes winter quarter . 
The other 11 per ce nt of the st ud ents were transfers from a 
no - credi t remedial study class required for those s tud ents 
in genera l registr atio n. As was t he case in Phase I, the 
s tudents in general r eg istration voluntarily took the op-
portunity t o tr a nsfer from their remedial s tudy c l ass to 
P sycho logy 80. 
Out of th e 51 stude nt s who took Psychology 80 winter 
quar t er , approximately 80 percent were freshmen . 
st ud en t s were sophomores , junior s , a nd seniors . 
The other 
Thirty-two 
st u den ts were used in the statistical analysis of the study 
si n ce 19 were e liminated due to the lack of complete tes t 
results . As was explained in Phase I, the reason the test 
results for many s tudents were n o t available for analysis 
s temm ed from the voluntary achievement levels se t up for the 
s tudents in Psychology 80 . 
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Materials 
All students during this phase used the same textbook 
and did the same projects as the students in Phase I. They 
used as their textbook Improving Speed and Power of Com-
prehension in Listening, Reading , and Study written by 
David R. Stone, Utah State University . All students were 
required to do the 15 projects contained in the textbook . 
They also were taught the four methods of collecting, organiz -
ing, and reconstructing textual and vocal material according 
to the general " subsumption " training method. 
The materials used by those st udents in the tutoring 
groups consisted of a combina tion of the articles used in 
the Phase I tutoring groups plus ten shorter articles averag -
ing about 700 words i~ length . These shorter articles had 
been previously prepared by the class professor. All of 
these articles are listed in Appendix A. 
The material s used in the counseling groups included 
individual graphs showing the behavioral changes of each of 
the group members. The group members had the choice of 
using a standardized commercial graph or making one of their 
own to record their behavioral changes (see sample graph, 
Appendix B) . 
Procedures 
General procedure of the class during Phase II. All 
class members attended the regular class meetings of the 10 
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week winter quarter. Regular class meetings were held twice 
a week for the first five weeks with each session lasting 
50 minutes . The last five weeks of the quarter were so 
designed that the students would attend the regular class 
session one day of the week and attend their respective 
counseling or tutorin g group session the other day of the 
week . The procedure of the regular class sessions in Phase 
II was similar to that in Phase I. Most of the regular 
class sessions consisted of instructing the students on how 
to complete the 15 projects in the class text. Tim e would 
be provided before the e nd of each regular class sessio n for 
st ud ents to ask questions about the projects and discuss with 
the instructor their progress in the class . These students 
also were taught the different methods of selection , collec -
tion, and reconstruction within the framework of the "sub-
sumption " training method. 
The class was set up so a student could earn a "C" 
grade by just completing the 15 projects. If the student 
wanted to try for a "B" or an "A" grade, he had to complete 
the 15 projects and take a final examination. The final 
examination consisted of applying one of the learned methods 
of material collection and organization on a scholarly 
article . Participation in the counseling and tutoring 
activities did not affect their course grade, as such . 
Grouping . In addition to attending the regular class 
sessions, each student was assigned to either a counseling 
or a tutoring group . 
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This was done by alternately assigning 
them to one or the other of the groups on the basis of their 
ranked init ial Davis Reading Test scores . During this phase 
of the study , it was not possible to further sub-divide the 
two main tutoring and counseling gro up s due to confl i cts in 
student class schedules. This resulted in there being one 
counseli ng group of 25 students and one tutoring group of 
26 students. 
As was the case in Phase I, the author of this s tudy 
served as both counselor and tutor to the respective Phase II 
counseling and tutoring groups. Because the counseling and 
tutoring procedures differed greatly , it was felt that there 
would be a minimum amount of contamination by using the sa me 
person as a counselor and tutor. 
Tutori ng activities . The procedure of the tutoring group 
during this phase was similar to that of Phase I . One sig -
nificant differen ce was that a wider variety of art i c le s 
were used during Phase II . Also, many of the ar ticle s used 
this phase had already prepared outli n e correction shee ts 
which the students could use in comparing their own outline 
of selected concepts . When using the se prepared outline 
correct ion sheets , the students would read an article , select 
the key concepts, and organize them according to a particular 
se l ection method. They would then obtain a prepared outline 
correction sheet and compare their own outline with it. 
Next, they would check with the group tutor and discuss with 
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him any differences between their outline and the outline 
on the correction sheet . The students would be encouraged 
to justify their own outline as the outline correction sheet 
was not considered the only efficient or correct way to 
organize the material in the article . A final difference 
between Phase I and Phase II tutoring groups consisted of 
the group tutor taking the first part of each tutoring ses-
sio n and discussing with the group some of the common dif -
ficulties he saw them having in reading and outlining the 
articles they were working with. He handled this in more of 
a discussion manner than a lecture presentation. Five group 
tutoring sessions were held this phase. Selected tutor 
monologues during the Phase II tutoring sessions are located 
in Appendix C. 
Counseling activities . The procedure for the counseling 
group in Pha se II differed from the counseling procedure in 
Phase I. The students were told that the improvement of 
one's feeling of self worth and the feelings of one ' s self 
control could be just as important a factor effecting their 
reading and study skil ls as a lack of skill alone . They 
were told that the future group sessions would concentrate 
on increasing this acceptance of their own feelings and 
actions and also on increasing their control over their 
feelings and actions. The group was called a self -
improvement group. The basic premise of this group was that 
it was not enough to just talk about personal feelings and 
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jiscuss personal problems in attempt to change them . One 
needs to take some kind of constructive action in attempt to 
change or modify undesirable attitudes and behaviors and 
Leplace them with desirable attitudes and behaviors . 
Each group was encouraged to plan a course of action he 
~ould like to tak e in cha nging or modifying some aspect of 
jis behavior . To do this , the group counselor helped each 
~ember : pinpoint the behavior he wanted to change , set up 
co ntingencies of reinforcement for cha nging the behavior , 
Lecord the behavior, and graph the recordings . The first 
group session was devoted to the group counselor instructing 
the group members how to pro ceed through these steps of 
be havioral change . The group members chose the behaviors 
they wanted to change and the positive or negative rein -
forcements they wanted to impliment in changing their be-
havior . In choosing some behavior to be modified, the group 
co un selor encouraged the members to pick one either in the 
pe r sonal - interper sonal area or in the study methods area . 
In a method similar to the one described by Duncan (1967) 
the group members were asked to bring their graphs of their 
past week ' s behavior and show it to the group . The group 
member would not only show the graph but exp l ain how s u c -
cessful or unsuccessful his behavioral change was during t h e 
past week. He would also express his feelings about the 
progress he was making . Group members were told that it was 
their responsibility to offer suggestions, support , a~d 
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possible better ways of changing another group member ' s 
behavior . Five group counseling sessions were held . Selected 
counselor monologues during the Phase II counseling sessions 
are located in Appendix C. 
Testing and analysis 
All members of both the tutoring and counseling groups 
were pre-tested a nd po s t-tested with three tests : the Davis 
Reading Test, the California Psychological Inventory , and the 
California Study Methods Survey . The Davis Reading Test 
was used to measure any changes in the students ' reading 
speed and reading level (comprehension) . The California 
P s ychological Inventory was used to measure any changes in 
the students ' personal adjustment . To measure personal ad -
justment as defined in this study, the Self - acceptance, 
Self-control, and Flexibility scales on the California Psy -
chological Inventory were used . The California Study Methods 
Survey was used to measure any differences between pre - and 
post-testings in the students ' attitudes toward school , the i r 
use of a systematic plan in completing scholastic tasks , 
and their reported effectiveness in using mechanical aspec t s 
of study . 
An a n alys i s of cova r iance was u sed i n s t atistica ll y 
testing the hypotheses . This was done by co mpari n g t he pr e -
and post - test results of the counseling and tu t oring groups . 
The pre - test scores of the three tests served as the 
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covariates and the post-test scores of the three tests were 
treated as the criterion or treatment variable . 
Phase III 
Subjects 
The subjects used in thi s phase of the study were 34 
college students who enrolled for the Reading and Study 
Skills Class (P sychology 80) at Utah State Univer s ity during 
spring quarter, 1970 . All of the students were from the 
general college student population and had registered for 
Psychology 80 as one of their regular classes s pring quarter. 
Approximately 80 percent of these students were freshmen with 
the remaining students being sophomores , junior, and seniors . 
Nineteen students were used in the statistical analysis of 
the study since 15 were eliminated due to the lack of 
comple te test results. As was explained in Phase I, the 
reason the test results for some students were not available 
for analysis stemmed from the voluntary achievement levels 
set up for the students in Psychology 80 . 
Materials 
All students during this phase used the same textbook 
and did the same projects as the students in Phases I and 
II, Improving Speed and Power of Comprehension in Liste ning, 
Reading , and Study by David R. Stone . All students were 
req~ired to do the 15 projects contained in the textbook 
for th ei r basic p ass grade . 
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They were also taught the four 
method s of collecting , organizing, and reco n structing textual 
a nd vocal material acco rding to the genera l " s ub s umption" 
training meth od . 
The materials used by the students when they were in 
their sma ller tutoring gro up s consis ted of a combi n atio n of 
the l onger 22 00 word artic les used in Phase I plus ten sho rter 
ar ticles averaging about 700 words. The shorter articles 
were used also in Phase II. These sho rter articles had been 
previously prepared by the class professor . All of th e 
longer and shorter articles a r e listed in Appendix A. 
Procedures 
Gener al procedure of the class during Phase III . As 
during Pha ses I and II, the reading and s tudy s kill s c l ass 
was se t up for two class meetin gs a wee k. All class members 
attended th e same class for th e first five week s of the 
quarter . The regular c lass activities a nd grad ing sys tem 
was similar to th at men tioned for Ph ase I and Pha se II of 
the study . The 15 class project s were completed at the end 
of this fir s t five weeks . During the last five weeks of the 
quarter , th e students were divided into two groups . They 
were ass ign ed alternately to one or the other of the groups 
from an alphabetical list of their names . Two class in -
structors handled the se groups on a n alter nating basis in 
order to more individualize in s t ruction . An informed 
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attitude survey showed the students to be favorable to the 
individualized approach . 
Tutoring activities . The group sessions were called 
skill sessions since it allowed students the chance to 
practice skills learned during the first five weeks . During 
e a ch skill session, the instructor would have available 
a rticles, previou s ly mentioned in the materials section, 
which the student s would select to read . After reading the 
articles, the students would organize the essential topics 
a nd details according to methods in which they had previously 
been instructed. Students would keep track of the time it 
took them to read and outline the material in the articles . 
This was recorded as an Rand O score. Upon completion of 
re a ding and outlining the selected reading material, the 
students would che ck with one of the instructors to receive 
tutoring on ways they could improve the speed and quality of 
their reading and outlining skill . Students were encouraged 
to do as many articles as possible and also to apply their 
skills to other subjects they were studying in college . 
Skills session points were earned by reading and outlining 
both articles in class and reading material from other 
classes. These points aided the student in earning an "A" 
or a "B " for a final course grade . 
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~esting and analysis 
All students used during this phase of the experiment 
were pre - tested and post -t ested by calculating a reading and 
outlining (Rand O) score on a scholarly article they had 
read and outlined . The article used was " Sculptors , Scab -
blers , and Scientists " by Ralph S . Halford (see Appendix 
A) . The Rand O score was calculated by the formula : 
Number of words in article 
R & 0 Time to read and outline article 
A quality score was also determined on both of the 
outlines each of the students produced . This was done by 
having the two instructors evaluate the outl:ines according to: 
(1) possession of the major concepts in the article , ( 2) 
possession of the major and pertinent facts in the article , 
and (3) having the major concepts and facts in a clear and 
related form. Inter-ratio reliability was . 95 i n that the 
scoring system was objectified and each case discussed until 
this level of agreement was reached . 
The statistical t test of the difference between two 
means for correlated samp le s was used to test differences 
in the Rand O score and the quality of outline score from 
pre - to post-testing. The results of the t te s t were chec ked 
for sign ificance to see if the tutoring in s kill sess i o ns 
positively improved the Rand O score and quality of o ut-
line score . 
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RESULTS 
Phase I 
The statistical method of covariance analysis was used 
to test the two hypotheses during this phase of the study . 
The pre - test scores on the California Psychological Inventory, 
the Davis Reading Test and the California Study Methods 
Survey served as the covariates and the post-test scores on 
these same instruments served to measure the treatment or 
criterian variables. The statistical results of the co -
variance analysis were treated with the F test to check on 
statistical significance . 
For Phase I , the first part of the first hypothesis was 
not statistically s upported ; that is, that tutoring groups 
would score higher on reading achievement than counseling 
groups . The counseling groups did better than the tutoring 
groups on both the speed and level (comprehension) scales 
of the Davis Reading Test (Table 1). The counseling groups 
made a slight positive improvement in comprehens ion of read -
ing and the tutoring groups showed a large de crease on this 
aspec t of reading achievement . The tutoring groups had much 
higher mean scores than the counseling groups on the pre-
test b ut ended u p with about the same mean scores as the 
counseli ng groups on the post-test. This difference in 
direction of scores between counseling and tutoring groups 
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in comprehension of reading reached statistical significance 
at the .O S level (Table 2) . Both counseling and tutoring 
groups showed a decrease in speed of reading from pre- to 
post-testing with the counseling groups making a smaller 
decrease. This difference between counseling and tutoring 
groups was not statistically significant . 
Table 1. Means and standard deviations for counseling and 
tutoring groups fall quarter on the speed and 
level (comprehension) scales of the Davis Reading 
Test 
Numbe r 
Pre-te s t mean on speed 
Post-te s t mean on s peed 
Pre-test S . D. on speed 
Post-te s t S . D. on speed 
Pre-test mean on level 
Post-test mean on level 
Pre -t est S.D. on level 
Post-test S.D. on level 
Counseling 
18 
21 . 70 
19 . 83 
3 . 47 
3 . 37 
13 . 4 7 
13 . 61 
2 . 05 
1.99 
Groups 
Tutoring 
17 
22 . 35 
18 .1 1 
3 .0 6 
2 . 97 
1 7 . 41 
13.55 
1. 97 
1. 92 
Table 2 . Covariance analysis for cou n se ling and tutoring 
groups fall quarter on the speed and lev e l 
( co mprehension) sclaes of the Davis Reading Te s t 
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Source of Degrees 
variation freedom 
of Mean 
sq u ares 
F test 
value 
Tre at ment 1 
Speed scale Covariance 1 
52 . 00 
553 1 . 81 
l . 34ns 
142 . 96 
Error 
Treatment 
Level scale Covariance 
Err or 
* = signif i cant at the . 05 level 
ns = no t significant 
32 
1 
1 
32 
38 . 69 
* 105 . 85 5 . 37 
1744 . 04 88 . 52 
19 . 70 
On tables 2 , 4 , 6 , 8 , 10 a nd 12 , the source of va ri ation 
attributed to " covariance " is significant to beyond the . 01 
level. This indic ates that the s tudents used in th e s tudy 
were sig nifi cantly different on the covariates (pre - test 
scores on the Davis Reading Test, CSMS, a nd CPI) so that 
covariance a n alysis was the a ppr o pri a te s t atis tic a l te ch -
nique to u se to contro l for the se initial difference s . 
The second part of the first hypothesi s was not 
sta tistically s upported ; th a t is , that tutoring groups wou ld 
score higher on study skills than counseling gro u ps . The 
tutoring group s made gre a ter improvement than the counseling 
groups o n t he a ttitude sca l e but a s maller improvement on 
the sys tem a nd planning scale of the Califor n ia Study Metho d s 
Surv ey (Table 3 ) . Both cou n s eling and tutoring group s showed 
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a decrease in performance from pre- to post-testing on the 
mechanics of st u dy scale with the tutoring gro up s showing a 
smaller decrease. None of these differences between tutor -
ing and counseling groups reached significance (Table 4) . 
Table 3. Means and standard deviations for cou n seli ng a nd 
tutoring groups fall quarter on the attitudes 
toward s chool, mechanics of study , and pl a nning 
and system scales of the California Study Methods 
Survey 
Groups 
Counseling Tutoring 
Number 16 17 
Pre - test mean on at titud es 27 .1 7 24 . 76 
Post-test mean on attitudes 28 . 12 26 . 87 
Pre-test S . D. on attitudes 1 . 92 1. 71 
Post-te s t S . D. on attitudes 1. 98 1 . 76 
Pre-test mean on mechanics 3 7 .1 7 3 7 . 1 7 
Post-test mean on mechanics 36 . 75 37 .0 6 
Pre - test S . D. on mechanics 1.80 1. so 
Post-test S . D. on mechanics 1.85 1. 54 
Pre-test mean on planning 15 . 23 15 . 35 
Post-test mean on planning 16 . 93 15 . 68 
Pre-test S . D. on planning 1.13 1. 23 
Post - test S .D. on planning 1.16 1. 2 7 
Table 4. 
Attitudes 
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Covariance analysis for counseling and tutoring 
groups fall quarter on the attitudes toward 
school, mechanics of study, and planning and system 
scales of the California Study Methods Survey 
Source of Degrees 
variation freedom 
Treatment 1 
Covariance 1 
of Mean 
sq uares 
5 . 08 
1058 . 05 
F test 
value 
0 . 17ns 
35 . 41 
toward school Error 30 29.87 
Treatment 
Mechanics of Covariance 
st udy Error 
Treatment 
Planning Covariance 
and system Error 
ns = not significant 
1 
1 
30 
1 
1 
30 
0 . 86 
961 . 89 
25 . 05 
19 . 08 
233 . 02 
14 . 69 
0.03ns 
38 .39 
l.29ns 
15 . 85 
Once again, it sho uld be mentioned that the statistical 
signif ican ce of the covar iance factors, as seen in Table 4, 
indicates that the students in the counseling and tutoring 
groups were significantly different on the covariates (pre-
test scores) . This meant that covariance analysis was needed 
to adjust for the effect these initial differences would have 
on the post - test scores of the counseling and tutoring groups . 
The second hypothesis was not statistically supported; 
that is , that counseling groups would score higher on per -
sonal adjustment than tutoring groups. As a whole , however , 
the co unseling groups made slightly more positive improvement 
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in personal adjustme n t than the tutoring groups as measured 
by the Self - acceptance (Sa) , Self - control (Sc) , and Flexi -
bility (Fx) scales of the California Psychological Inventory 
(Table 5) . 
Table 5 . Means and standard deviations for counse l ing and 
tutoring groups fall quarter on the Self - acceptance 
(Sa), Self-control (Sc), Flexibilit y ( Fx ) scales 
of the California Psychological Inventory 
Number 
Pre - test mean on Sa 
Post - test mean on Sa 
Pre-test S . D . on Sa 
Post - test S . D. on Sa 
Pre - test mean on Sc 
Post - test mean on Sc 
Pre - test S . D . on Sc 
Post - test S . D. on Sc 
Pre - test mea n on Fx 
Post - test mean on Fx 
Pre - test S.D. on Fx 
Pos t- test S . D. on Fx 
Grou p s 
Counseling 
20 
19 . 00 
20 . 25 
1. 08 
0 . 97 
2 1. 68 
24 . 50 
1. 93 
1. 73 
10 . 68 
10 . 35 
0 . 98 
0 . 88 
Tutoring 
16 
19 .1 2 
19 . 80 
0 . 93 
0 . 83 
23 . 12 
24 . 90 
2 . 00 
1. 79 
10 . 87 
10 . 20 
1. 0 0 
0 . 89 
The co un seling gro u ps made more impro v eme n t th a n t he t u t or in g 
groups on the Sa and Sc scales . Both co u nsel in g a nd tut o r-
ing groups showed a decrease in performa n ce f r om pre - t o 
post - testing on the Fx scale wi t h the counsel i ng groups 
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showing a s maller decrease. None of the differences between 
co un sel ing and tutoring groups reached s tatistical signifi -
cance (Table 6) . 
Table 6 . Covariance analy s is for co un seling and tutoring 
groups fall quarter on the Sel f-a cce ptance (Sa), 
Self - co nt rol (Sc), a nd Flexibility (Fx) scales of 
the California Psychological Inventory 
Source of Degrees of Mean F test 
variation freedom s quare s value 
Tr ea tm ent 1 3 . 63 0 . 46ns 
Sa scale Covaria n ce 1 381 . 73 48 . 44 
Err or 33 7 . 8 7 
Treatment 1 15 . 90 0 . 95 n s 
Sc sca l e Covariance 1 1491 . 74 89 . 39 
Error 33 16 . 68 
Treatme nt 1 0 . 43 0 . 09ns 
Fx scale Covariance 1 376 . 80 80 .1 2 
Error 33 4 . 70 
ns not significant 
Phase II 
The sta ti stical method of co variance analysis was used 
to t es t the two hypotheses during Pha se II. As was done in 
Phase I, the pre-test scores on the California Psychological 
Inventory, th e Davis Reading Test and the California Study 
Methods Survey se rved as the covar i a t es a nd th e p ost -t es t 
sc ore s on the se sa me instruments served to measure the 
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treatment or c riterian variables . The statis tic al results 
of the covariance analysis were treated with the F test to 
check on statistical significance . 
For Phase II , the first part of the first hypothesis 
was not statistically supported ; that is , that tutoring 
groups would score higher on reading achievement than counsel -
ing groups . In fact, t he counseling groups showed greater 
improvement in ac hievement than tutoring groups on both the 
speed and level (comprehension) scales of the Davis Reading 
Test (Table 7) . Both counseling and tutoring groups made 
Table 7 . Mean s and standard deviations for counseling and 
tutoring groups winter quarter on the s peed and 
level (compreh ens i on) scales of the Davis Reading 
Test 
Number 
Pre - test mean on speed 
Post-test mean on speed 
Pre-test S .D. on speed 
Post-test S .D. on speed 
Pre-test mean on level 
Post-test mean on level 
Pre-test S . D. on level 
Post-test S .D. on level 
Counseling 
16 
28 . 10 
35 . 93 
3 . 82 
4 .1 6 
17 . 78 
21 . 37 
1.78 
1.95 
Groups 
Tutoring 
19 
27 . 47 
32 . 25 
3 . 34 
3 . 64 
18.68 
20 .5 6 
1.87 
2.04 
greater improvement from pre-to post -t esting in speed a nd 
comp~ehension of reading , with the counseling group making 
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the most improvement in both aspects of reading . Although 
the counseli ng group made greater impr o v ement in reading 
speed a nd reading co mprehens io n, neither of these differ -
ences be tween cou n se ling and tut oring groups were stat i s ti -
cally sign ifi ca nt . (Table 8). 
Table 8 . Covariance analys i s for counseling and tuto ring 
gro u ps winter quarter on the speed and level 
( co mprehension) scales of the Davis Reading Te st 
Source of 
variat i on 
Treatment 
Speed sca l e Covariance 
Error 
Treatment 
Level sca l e Covariance 
Err or 
ns not significant 
Degrees of 
freedom 
1 
1 
32 
1 
1 
32 
Mean 
sq uare s 
74 . 8 7 
7252.77 
60 .1 8 
41 . 87 
1181.37 
25 . 86 
F test 
value 
l . 24 n s 
120 . 50 
1. 61 n s 
45 . 68 
Similar to the stat i stical tables in Phase I, the 
sou r ce o f vari ation a ttribut e d to " covaria n ce " indicates 
th a t the students us e d in the study were significantly dif-
ferent on the covariates (pr e -test sc ores on the Davis Read -
ing Test , CSMS, and CPI) . This means that covariance analy -
s is was the appropriate s tatisti ca l technique to use to 
co ntrol for th ese differences when co mpari ng post - te s t dif -
ferences . 
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The second part of the first hypothesis was not statisti-
cally supported; that is, that tutoring groups would score 
higher on study skills than counseling groups . The tutoring 
group did, however , make greater improvement than the counsel-
ing group on the attitudes toward school scale of the 
California Study Methods Survey (T able 9) . On the mechanics 
of study scale , the tutoring group made some slight posi-
tive improvem ent while the counseling group showed a decrease 
Table 9 . Means and standard deviations for co unseling and 
tutoring groups winter quarter on the attitudes 
toward school , mechanics of study, and planning 
and system scales of the California Study Methods 
Survey 
Groups 
Counseling Tutoring 
Number 15 17 
Pre-test mean on attitudes 30 .17 28 . 35 
Post - test mean on attitudes 30 .26 30 . 66 
Pre - test S . D. on attit udes 1 . 61 1. 39 
Post - test S . D. on attitudes 1. 72 1. 48 
Pre - test mean on me cha nics 41 . 94 40 . 76 
Post - test mean on mechanics 39 . 93 39 . 40 
Pre-test S . D. on mechanics 1 . 58 1. 66 
Post - test S . D. on mechanics 1. 68 1. 77 
Pre - test mean on planning 18. 58 17 . 11 
Post - test mean on planning 15.93 17 . 26 
Pre - test S . D. on planning 1. 36 1. 2 3 
Post - test S . D. on planning 1.45 1. 31 
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in performance from pre-to post-testing . Both the tutoring 
and counseling groups showed a decrease from pre- to post-
testing on the system and planning scale with the tutoring 
group showing the smallest decrease . None of these dif-
ferences between tutoring and counseling groups on the CSMS 
scales reached statistical significance (Table 10) . 
Table 10 . 
Attitudes 
toward 
school 
Mechanics 
of study 
Planning 
and system 
Covariance analysis for counseling and tutoring 
groups winter quarter on the attitudes toward 
school, mechanics of study, and planning and 
system scales of the California Study Methods 
Survey 
Sour ce of Degrees 
variation freedom 
Treatment 1 
Covariance 1 
Er ror 29 
Treatment 1 
Covariance 1 
Error 29 
Treatment 1 
Covariance 1 
Error 29 
of Mean 
squares 
28 . 17 
748 . 36 
20 . 31 
10 . 29 
568 . 97 
24 . 30 
60 . 73 
393 . 44 
19 . 08 
F test 
value 
l . 38ns 
36 . 84 
. 42ns 
23 . 40 
3 . 18ns 
20 . 61 
ns not significant 
The second hypothesis was not statist i cally supported ; 
that is , that counseling groups would score higher on personal 
adjustment than tutoring groups . The counseling group made 
slightly more positive imp.covement than the tutoring group 
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on the Flexibility (Fx) scale of the California Psychologi -
cal Inventory (Table 11). On the Self-acceptance (Sa) scale , 
both the counseling and tutoring groups showed a decrease 
from pre- to post-testing with the tutoring group making 
the smallest decrease. On the Self-control (Sc) scale, both 
the co unseling and tutoring groups showed a decrease from 
pre- to post-testing with the counseling group making the 
smallest decrease. None of these differences between 
Table 11. Means and standard deviations for counsel ing and 
tutoring groups winter quarter on the Self-accept-
ance (Sa), Self - con trol (Sc), and Flexibility 
TFxT sca le s of the California Psychological 
Inventory 
Groups 
Counseling Tutoring 
Number 15 17 
Pre-test me an on Sa 20 .76 19 . 17 
Post-test mean on Sa 20 .13 18 . 86 
Pre-te st S . D. on Sa 0.88 1.08 
Post-test S . D. on Sa 0.94 1 . 15 
Pre - test mean on Sc 23 . 52 24 . 47 
Post-test mean on Sc 23 .20 24 . 00 
Pre - test S . D. on Sc 2.05 2 . 05 
Post-test S . D. on Sc 2 . 18 2 . 18 
Pre - test mean on Fx 9.23 9 . 41 
Post - test mean on Fx 11 . 06 10 . 53 
Pre - test S . D. on Fx 1 . 06 0 . 82 
Post - test S . D. on Fx 1.13 0 . 87 
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counseling and tutoring groups on any of the three per sonal 
adjustment scales reached statistical significance (Table 
12 ) . 
Table 12. Covariance analysis for counseling and tutoring 
groups winter quarter on the Self - acceptance 
(Sa), Self - control (Sc), and Flexibility (Fx) 
scales of the California Psychological Inventory 
Sa 
Sc 
Fx 
ns 
Source of 
variation 
Treatment 
scale Covariance 
Error 
Treatment 
scale Covariance 
Error 
Treatment 
scale Covariance 
Error 
not significant 
Degrees of 
freedom 
1 
1 
29 
1 
1 
29 
1 
1 
29 
Phase III 
Mean 
squares 
1. 63 
199.25 
6 . 94 
0 . 00 
992 . 80 
39 . 85 
11.81 
97 . 20 
16 . 64 
F test 
value 
0 . 23ns 
28 . 67 
o. oons 
24 .90 
0 . 70ns 
5 . 83 
The statistical method of at test between the means of 
a correla t ed sample was used to investigate the influence 
of tutoring on reading and outlining (R & 0) speed and the 
quality of outlining . As can be seen from Table 1 3 , the stu -
dents made statistically significant improvement on the skill 
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of reading and outlining speed over the course of the school 
quarter . This improvement reached the level of . 01 in 
statistical significance . 
Table 13 . The t test for the significance of the difference 
between pre- and post-test scores of reading and 
outlining speed 
Number of Mean on Mean on Sum of Mean of Sum of 
st u dents pre - test post-test differ- differ- squared t 
enc es enc es differ -
enc es 
* * 19 48 . 42 68 . 21 486.00 25 . 57 24 , 446 . 00 4 . 3157 
* = significant at .OS level 
**= significant at . 01 level 
Significant improvement in the quality of outlining was 
also evidenced . As can be seen from Table 14, this signifi -
cance reached the .01 level . 
Table 14 . The t test for the significance of the difference 
between pre- and post-test scores of quality of 
outlining 
Number of Mean on Mean o n 
stude nt s pre - test post - test 
19 27 . 10 32 . 73 
* 
* * 
sign i ficant 3 t . OS level 
s i g n ificant a t . 0 1 leve l 
Sum of Mean of Sum of 
differ - differ - squa r ed t 
ences ences diffe r-
e n c es 
107 . 00 5 . 63 1135 . 00 4 . 514 * * 
DISCUSSION 
In this study , the differential effects of counseling 
and tutoring on reading achievement , study skills, and 
personal adjustment were investigated . There has not been 
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very much resear ch evidence to say that either counseling or 
tutoring is more effective in po sitive ly influencing all or 
a ny one of the variables . This has probably ca u sed ed u-
ca tors some concern when they anticipated setting up the 
best possible reading and study skills program within their 
time and resource limitations . Most educators would probably 
agree that the ideal reading and s tudy skills program would 
allow for both tutoring and counseling , but from the practi -
cal sta ndpoint, class time and different resources like money 
and trained personnel curtail the use of both tutoring a n d 
counseling . Often, only one of these methods can be in -
corporated into the program . If this is the case , the qu es -
tion arises as to whether counseling or tutoring is the best 
way to meet the majority of the program ' s objectives . It 
was from this question that the idea of this resea r ch p ro j ec t 
began . 
As a whole , the results of the presen t experime n t fa iled 
to stat i stically suppo r t t he idea that tu t or in g was mo r e 
effective in improving read in g achievemen t, study skills a n d 
personal adjustment than counseling , or vice a versa . I t was 
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fou nd in Ph ase I, however , th at the counseling groups ma in-
tained their mean scores from pre- to post-testing on reading 
co mpreh e nsion whereas tutorin g grou p s had a decrease in 
reading comprehen sion scores over the same period . The 
tutoring groups had much higher pre -t est reading co mprehen -
sion sco r es than counsel ing groups but the means on the 
post - test scores were almost identical (tutoring 13 . 55 , 
counseli ng= 13 . 61 ). This difference in di r ection of scores 
betwee n counseling and tutoring groups reached statistical 
sign ificance at the . OS level . No other statistical dif -
ferences were found between counseling and t u toring on the 
rest of the experimental variables in the s tudy. 
These findings are partly paralleled by results reported 
by McDonald , Zolik, and Byrne (1 959) where they fo und t hat 
their counseled group did significantly better on a reading 
test and a reading inventory than an equivalent tutored group 
of college studen ts . The positive influence of gro up co unsel~ 
ing on readin g achievement ca n probably be attribu t ed to the 
alleviat ing of emotional concerns , frustrations and a nxieties 
in a person ' s life so that he can more fully co n ce ntrate on 
what he is re adi n g and enjoy it at the same time . Further, 
it may lead him to v a l u e the class ac tivity more and involve 
himself in mor e readi ng and application of the class material . 
Also , through counseling , the individual may co me to feel a 
personal adequacy and sense of worth just through interper -
so nal relation ships and not feel like his total success or 
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failure as a person depends on hi s academic accomplishment . 
The decrease in reading achievement scores of the Phase 
I tutoring groups may be a result of overemphasis of the 
previously taught study skill methods during the group tutor-
ing activities . It may a lso reflect the needs of the many 
remedial students in the class to be more realistic. The 
study skill method s which were taught in Psychology 80 a nd 
practiced in the group tutoring sessions had the students 
select the main themes or topics in a written article and 
then relate sub-topics or major facts under the main topics. 
In the tutoring sessions , this was not individualized except 
to help each person do more of what he was doing in class. 
When first learning these study skill methods, the students 
probably became more ana lytic al when reading an article which 
caused a decrease in the ir reading speed . Also, they may 
have looked for too many facts and related details in the 
article and thus missed some of the main themes or implica-
tions of the reading material . If this were the case, their 
reading comprehension scores would also show a decline from 
the beginn ing to the end of the school quarter . Another 
assumption explaining the decline in reading achievement 
scores of the tutoring group stems from the idea that the se 
newly taught study skill methods severly interrupt ed any 
previously formed ways the students read and studied . Per-
haps this interruption was so disruptive that the students 
had not mastered these new methods of reading and studying 
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by the time the quarter ended. 
It was noted in the result s that the Phase II (winter 
quarter) counseling and tutoring groups made greater improve-
ment (see mean scores) in re ad ing achievement than Phase I 
(fall quarter) counseling and tutoring groups . This may be 
due to the experimental procedures running smoother as it 
was the second time they had been executed . Such activities 
as comp leting r eg istration for the class, dividing students 
into co unseling and tutoring groups, making room assignments, 
pre - an d post-testing procedures, and actual counseling and 
tutorial procedures all involved less detail and effort 
wi nt er quarter than during fall quarter. 
A secon d poss ible ex plan a tion for this difference be-
tween quarters could be an improvement of both tutoring and 
co un sel ing techniqu es . The investigator of this study 
pu rpose ly attempted to improve the Phase II counseling and 
tutoring methods and he felt that the students became more 
involved in their respective group activities. The tutoring 
sessio ns during Pha se II were possibly more effective than 
the Ph ase I sessions because of more practice on a wider 
variety of material. This probably helped the s tudents 
become more flex ible in adapting the reading material to 
their personal use. The improved reading achievement of the 
counsel ing group co uld have been a result of the behavioral 
te ch niques used in the group sessions. The students were 
probably able to more readily see what problems they had 
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which were hindering their reading achievement and then 
institute corrective ways to overcome these problems through 
the use of behavioral change procedures . 
A third possible explanation for this difference between 
phases could be the intelligence or aptitude of the students 
who enrolled for Psychology 80 during Phase II . It was ob -
served by this investigator that the se students seemed to 
understand and apply the principles being considered in both 
the counseling and tutoring groups at a quicker rate than 
students in Phase I. 
The finding of a decrea se in study skills scores by the 
Phase II counseling groups from pre- to post-testing is dif -
ficult to interpret. This is especially true since these 
sa me counseling groups did so well in increasing their read -
ing achievement scores over the same period of time . It 
would theoretically see m reasonable that reading achievement 
and study skill improvement should be correlated . That is 
to say , when one increases the other sho uld also . One pos -
sible explanation is that the students gained a sense of 
freedom and init i ative which may have modified their feel-
ings about scheduling , an essential part of study skills . 
Both group tutoring and group counseling produced a 
decrease in Ph ase I of student flexibility and in Phase II 
of student self-acceptance and self - control . One possible 
explanat ion for these decreases for counselirtg groups stems 
from what Baymur and Patterson (1960) imply and what Brammer 
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and Shostrum (1960) illustrate in describing the decrease in 
personal adequacy and feelings of confidence and control 
shortly after the impact and confrontation of facing one ' s 
problems . Brammer a nd Shostrum explain this phenomenon in 
this way : 
This i s the point where he plunges into more de -
tailed exploration of feelings which may not be a 
plea sant experie nce. At this point he feels in-
secure, uncomfortable, and doubtful whether the 
results will merit the psychic pain which he is 
beginning to experience . This point is labeled a 
" critical point" because many clients drop out 
here . Experienced therapists view Critical Point 
Number 1 as the place where the client seems to 
get worse before he gets better . Cp. 99) 
Impact and conf rontation could not only help explain 
the decrease in personal adjustment of the counseling groups 
but also of the tutoring groups . As was mentioned earlier, 
the s tudents probably came to Psychology 80 with a personal 
pattern of how to read and study . If the new reading and 
st udy methods taught in the class and during tutoring ses -
sions were vastly different from their original ones, the 
s tudents would probably go through a period of inadequacy 
and even despair . The tutoring groups may have felt limited 
or restricted by the reading and outlining methods taught 
them . They may also have felt as though these study skill 
methods were being imposed upon them and that they had to 
conform to the class expectations rather than adapting the 
methods for their own personal use . 
Looking at the study as a whole , it is interesting to 
note that experimental treatments which were designed to 
increase or improve some student characteristics actually 
had a negative effect upon this anticipated improvement. 
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For example, in the experimental design, it was thought that 
tutoring students on ways to read and organize the important 
elements in their reading material would have a positive 
impact on their reading achievement. Instead, tutoring 
negatively affected reading achievement during Phase I as 
measured by the Davis Reading Test. Another example of 
negative influence upon anticipated positive effect was 
evidenced in counseling causing the students ' Self-control 
(Sc) and Self-acceptance (Sa) scores to decrease during 
Phase II. At the time the counseling procedure was put 
into the experimental design, it was intended that it would 
give the students a sense of more competancy , and control 
over their behavior through understanding their present 
behavior and learning ways to change it. Instead, just the 
reverse was true. A third examp l e which failed to suppo rt 
the original anticipat ions was evidenced in both the counsel-
ing and tutoring groups; performances on the mechanics of 
study sca le of the CSMS. The " subsumpt ion" training method 
and its component parts were designed as part of the regular 
class (Psychology 80) to incre ase a person ' s study methods 
and the mechanics involved in efficient study . It was ex-
pected that participation in the regular class project would 
cause an improvement in the study methods of the students . 
Such was not the case , however, as all groups of students 
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actually had a decrease on this CSMS scale . By looking at 
these three examples, it appears that both of the treatments, 
counseling and tutoring, and the regular class procedures, 
oversensitized the st udents in the very areas they were 
intended to s upport and strengthen . 
The question arises as to how long lasting this sensitiza-
tion would persist. Evidently , the few number of counseling 
and tutoring sessions employed in this study were not suf -
ficient to move the students past this sensitization stage 
into a supportive and improvement stage . This phenomenon 
has important implications for the educator who desires to 
see the positive effects of his new treatment as soon as 
possible . He may well have to provide enough treatment 
sessions to let his students move through the sensitization 
where negative results will appear and into an improvement 
stage where positive results will appear . 
In Phase III of this experiment, the effects of tutoring 
on increasing the study-reading variable of speed of reading 
and outl ining (R & 0 score) as well as the variable of 
quality of outlining was studied . It was found that tutor-
ing was effective in increasing the Rand O score to the . 01 
level over the period of 10 weeks of sc hool. The quality of 
outlining also noted the same improvement over the same period 
of time . Stone (1962) also found speed of reading and out -
lining to significantly increase in a similar study skill 
program. The results of the present study and the one 
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reported by Stone are important because they show that a 
valuable study skill method can be taught over a short period 
of time . This study skill method, sometimes referred to as 
" speed of idea collecting ," has particular application on a 
college level where the students are required to read large 
amounts of material and at the same time comprehend the 
important themes and s upporting details for later test 
purposes . The college student cannot depend on reading alone 
to succeed in his classes but he must have some methods of 
identifying and organizing the ideas in the material he 
reads . This reading and outlining skill taught in Psychology 
80 provides the student with an efficient method of st udy-
reading . This method employs a process similar to Ausbel ' s 
(1963) subsumptive process where important sub-topics and 
details are subsummed under main topics . 
The significant improvement of the Phase III tutored 
students in speed of reading and outlining causes some con-
fusion when compared to the low Davis Reading Test scores of 
the Phase I and II tutored students . Perhaps a standardized 
commercial instrument like the Davis Reading Test was an 
inappropriate measuring device to use when measuring the 
reading skills taught in Psy chology 80 and practiced in the 
tutoring sessions. 
The results of this st udy support that "id entical e le-
ments " transfer is less difficult to obtain than general 
transfer when dea]ing with reading comprehension . In 
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otherwords , it is easier to teach some specific methods of 
reading comprehension and then get efficient performance on 
those same methods at a later time than it is to get effici -
ent performance on a later general co mmercial reading test. 
It would be useful to set up a future experiment where a 
group of students were taught the study - reading methods in 
Psychology 80 and evaluated with both the Davis Reading Test 
and the speed of reading and outlining score . Commercial 
test results could then be compared with test results derived 
from the study - reading methods program itself. 
This study had some definite limitations . First of all, 
little mention was made of the voluntary nature of the sub -
jects used or of the few number of counseling and tutoring 
sessions . It is recognized that students who volunteer for 
counseling probably make more improvement in personal adjust -
ment than non-volunteers. In this study students were divided 
at random into groups, so there may have been some placed in 
the cou nseling groups who resented it. If this were the 
case , the scores of the students in counsel ing groups would 
most likely be affected. 
Perhaps th e biggest weakness of this study is that the 
tutoring and counseling groups only had five sessions during 
the co urse of their respective quarters . No one would ques -
tion the desirability for more sessions to obtain a better 
picture of the effects of counseling versus tutoring . 
Limitations of a ten week school quar ter, fewer class meetings 
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scheduled than most college classes, details of registration 
and division into tutoring and counseling groups, and provid-
ing time for the pre - and post-testing of the students com -
bine to severly handicap a reading and study skills class in 
having very many counseling or tutoring sessions . Theoreti -
cally , many group sessions are necessary to evaluate the 
effecti veness of counseling versus tutoring in a reading and 
study skil l s class . Also , many group sessions are necessary 
to move through the sensitization stage previously discussed 
in this chapter . From a practical sense , however , only a 
few group sessions are possible due to the limitation of the 
ed u ca tional setting . One must draw what information he ca n 
from the available data even if it comes from a short number 
of treatment sessions. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was designed to investigate more completely 
the effects of counseling and tutoring on reading achieve-
ment, study skills , and personal adjustment within the con -
text of a college reading and study skills program. The 
s tudy consisted of three phases which corresponded with the 
three regular school quarters . 
The subjects u sed in Phase I of this study were 12 col -
lege students who voluntarily registered for a reading and 
study skills class at Utah State University during the 1969 
fall quarter plus 40 students who transferred into the class 
from a remedial study class . In Phase II, there were 45 
st udents who regi stered for the class plus six transfer stu -
dents from a remedial study class . In Phase III, 34 students 
registered for the class and there were no transfer students . 
All students, each of the three quarters, attended the 
regular reading and st udy skill class periods besides either 
participa ting in counseling or tutoring sess ion s . Students 
in Phases I and II were alternately placed in either a 
counseli ng or tutoring group according to their ranked read -
ing sco res. They participated in either five one -h our tutor-
ing sessio ns or five one-hour counseling sessions depending 
on their group placement . Students in Phase III were placed 
in tutoring groups and participated in ten one - hour tutoring 
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sessions besides attending the regular class periods . 
The activities of the tutoring groups during Phase s 
I, II, and III involved the students practicing reading and 
outlining method s previously taught them in the regular class 
periods . These methods utilized a " shrinkage " principle 
where the student selec ted or constructed "organiz ers " to 
best represent the main ideas and details of the materials 
he had just read and studied . 
The activities of the Phase I co un sel ing groups basi -
cal ly dealt with explorat ion of per sona l feelings toward 
st udy, school in general, roomate s , professors , others in 
the co unseling group, etc . Th e ac tivities of the Pha s e II 
co un se ling group s focused on a behavio r modification pro -
ced ure which in volved the students givi ng themselves po s i-
tiv e a nd negati ve reinforce ment s to help change specific 
personal behaviors . 
Students in Phases I and II were pre- and po s t-tested 
with the Davis Reading Test to mea s ure the variable of read -
ing achievement ; the Ca lifornia Study Methods Survey to 
measure the variable of study skills ; and the Self-acceptance , 
Self-control , and Flexibility scal es of the California Psy -
chologica l Inventory to measure the variable of personal 
adjustment . Students in Phase III were pre - and post -t ested 
on the study skill variables of speed of reading and out -
lining , and quality of outline . Covariance analysis was 
used to analyze pre- and post-test differences in Phases I 
and II, and the t test for the difference between means of 
a correlated sample was used for statistical analysis in 
Phase III . 
The following statis tically s ignificant result s were 
deemed most important: 
1 . As a whole, neither co unseling nor tutoring had a 
more sign ifi cant effect in positively influencing reading 
achievement, study skills , or personal adjustment . 
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2 . In Phase III, tutoring was significantly effective 
in improving reading and outlining speed CR & 0 score) and 
in improving th e quality of outlining . 
Non - statisti cal ly significant results showed that : 
1 . In Pha se I, reading achievement as a whole was 
more positively affected by counseling than tutoring . 
2. In Pha se I , ei ther tutoring was more effective as 
a reality orientation or counseling was more effective in 
maintaining reading co mprehension . (Since alternate inter-
pretations are possib le , this result was included as a non -
statistical item). 
3 . In Phase I, study skills were affected approximately 
the same by counseling and tutoring . 
4 . In Phase I , personal adjustment was more pos i tively 
affected by counseling than tutoring . 
5 . In Phase II, reading achievement as a whole was more 
positively affected by counseling than tutoring . 
6 . In Phase II, study skills were more positively 
affected by tutoring than counseling . 
7 . In Phase II, personal adjustment was affected 
approximately the same by counseling and tutoring . 
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8 . As a group, students during Phase II made greater 
improvement in reading achievement than students in Phase I. 
Conclusions 
1. Short-term counsel ing and tutoring have variable 
effects on reading achievement , study skills , and personal 
adjustment. 
2 . Specific reading skills (reading and outlining) 
are positively affected by a s ubsumptive training program. 
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Appendix A 
List of Articles Used in Tutorin g Grou p s 
List of articles 500 - 800 words in len g th 
1 . Artie Outpost . Reprinted from the March 31 , 1952 , issue 
of Time ; courtesy of Time Magazine , copyright Time , Ind ., 
1953. 
2 . The Burning Riv ers, Part I . Reprinted from the pamphlet 
of the same n ame , by permission of the American Petroleum 
Instit u te . 
3 . The Burning Rivers, Part II . Reprinted from the pamphlet 
of the same name, by permission of the American Petroleum 
Institute . 
4 . Fancy Jets • . Reprinted from the January 26 , 1953 , issue 
of Tim e ; courtesy of Time Magazine , copyright Time , Inc ., 
1953 . 
5 . Kettering, Charles F. Research Is a State of Mind . 
Reprinted from the pamphlet Short Stories of Science and 
Invention, by permission of General Motors Corporation . 
6 . Kettering, Charles F. The Turning Wheel . Reprinted 
from the pamphl et Short Stories of Science and Invention, 
by permis s i on of General Motors Corporation . 
7 . Lindernun , Edward 1' . • If Volunteers Quit ! Reprinted from 
the January, 1954, issue of Scouting , by permission of 
the publish ers . 
8 . Man ' s Con quest of Lightning . Reprinted from the pamphlet 
Thu nd erbolts in Harness, by permission of General Electric 
Company . 
9 . Fush - Button Hospital . Reprinted from the June 29 , 1953 , 
issue of Time ; courtesy of Time Magazine, copyright 
Time, In c ., 1953 . 
10. Terrible Turbidity. Reprinted from the January 26 , 1953, 
issue of Time ; courtesy of Time Magazine, copyright Time, 
Inc. , 19 5 3 . 
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List of articles averagin g 2200 words in length 
1 . Allen , George V. Go Tell It To the People . Copyright 
1959 by Science Research Associates , Inc . All rights 
reserved . Printed in U . S . A. Reprinted by permission 
from Think Magazine; copyright 1958 by International 
Business Machine Corporation . 
2 . Aristotle . Courage . Copyright 1959 by Science Research 
Associates , In c . All rights reserved . Printed in U. S . A. 
Adapted from Introduction to Aristotle , edited by Richard 
McKeon ; copyright 1947 , Oxford University Press, Inc . 
3 . Benedict, Ruth. The Sc ien ce of Custom . Copyright 1959 
by Science Research Associates , Inc . All right s reserved . 
Printed in U. S.A . Adapted from Patterns of Culture by 
Ruth Benedi ct , by permission of Houghton-Mifflin Company , 
copyright 1949 . 
4. Bouscaren, Anthony T. Democracy and American Foreign 
Policy . Copyright 1959 by Science Research Associates , 
Inc . All rights reserved . Printed in U. S . A. Adapted 
from an article by Anthony T . Bouscaren in Moder n Age , 
Vol . 2, No. 2 , Spring, 1958 . 
5 . Bowles, Chester . The New Challenge . Copyright 1959 by 
Science Research Assoc iate s , Inc . All right s reserved . 
Printed in U.S . A. Adapted from an exclusive su rvey 
article by Chester Bowles in the 1958 Britannica Book 
of the Year . Copyr ight 1958 by Encyclopedia Britannica , 
Inc . 
6 . Burns , Harry A. Key to Davy Jones ' Locker. Included 
in David R. Stone ' s Improving Speed and Power of Compre -
hension in Listening, Reading , and Study, A- P . Reading 
and Study Skill s Labora tory, Department of Psychology , 
Utah State Univ ers ity , Logan , Utah . 
7 . Cous i ns , Norman. Modern Man is Obsolete . Copyright 
1959 by Science Research Associates , Inc . All rights 
rese r ved . Printed in U . S . A. Adapted from the book 
Mode r n Man Is Obsolete . Copyright 1945 by Nor man 
Cous i ns . Reprinted by permission of t h e Viking Press , 
Inc . Originally appeared as an editorial in the Sat u r d ay 
Review of Literature , a n d later expanded into a boo k. 
8 . Eas t man , Richard M. You and the Drama . Copyright 1959 
by Science Research Associates , Inc . All rights reserved . 
Printed in U. S . A. Adapted from Drama as Psychological 
Argument by Richard M. Eastman , which appeared in Col l ege 
Eng li sh , May 1958 . 
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9. Halford, Ralphs. Sculptors, Scabblers , and Scientists . 
10. 
Copyright 1959 by Science Research Associates , Inc . All 
rights reserved . Printed in U . S . A. Reprinted from the 
Columbia University Forum, Apring , 1958 , by permission 
of the publisher, Columbia University, New York City. 
Hughes, Donald J. 
Copyright 1959 by 
rights reserved . 
Nuclear Energy by 
Press . Copyright 
Harvard College. 
Radiation : Safety and Security . 
Science Research Associates , Inc . All 
Printed in U . S . A . Adapted from On 
Donald J . Hughes, Harvard University 
1957 by the President and Fellows of 
11 . Morley, Felix. The Purpose of the Republic . Copyright 
1959 by Science Research Associates, Inc . All rights 
reserved . Printed in U . S .A. Taken from Felix Morley, 
The Pow er in the People . Copyright 1949 , D. Van Nostrand 
Company , Inc., Princeton , New Jersey . 
12 . Roshwald, Mordecai. Quo Vadis , America? Copyright 1959 
by Science Research Associates , Inc . All rights reserved . 
Printed in U.S . A. Adapted from Quo Badis , America? by 
Mordecai Roshwald in Modern Age , Spring 1958 , with the 
permission of Modern Age. 
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Appendix C 
Monologue Samples from Counseling and Tutoring Groups 
Phase I counseling group 
Counselor monologue the first counseling session . Today 
we will get the chance to break down into sma l ler groups and 
take a look at what we are doing in ro llege besides what we 
are doing in the course . When setting up the course, we 
decided to break down into smaller groups and get your feel -
ings about school. In doing so we hope you will be able to 
find out the feelings of others in the group, compare your 
own feelings with theirs, and then evaluate your own feeling s 
and find out whether you agree or disagree with the feelings 
of the other group members. Basically, we hope these groups 
will be information groups where you come to a better under -
standing of yourself and of others. This time can be used 
as a time to sit back and see what you are doing in school 
instead of always being involved with the mechanics of school . 
Sit back and ask yourself the question "wh y am I doing what 
I am doing? " We hope you will get feedback out of the other 
group members. We also hope to keep an informal atmosphere 
in the group and feel free to be able to question and to 
interrupt other group members to find com parisons with your 
own feelings. 
As we interact with the group members, we will be able 
to find out what the feelings and attitudes of others are 
toward college , professors, studies, assignments, and other 
things on a personal bas is like how we are getting along 
with our roommates or how it feels to get away from parents 
and establish our independence . Interaction in the group 
can help us pick up pointers from others such as: how they 
are studying, what they are doing to adjust to the academic 
environment, and how they are solving their problems with 
the roommate who wants to stay up all hours of the night. 
Techniques used by other group members may be of use to some 
of us in gaining insight into some of our own difficulties. 
Today , I wanted to use this period to get to know each 
of you . Instead of giving your name, rank , and serial number, 
let's go around the group and have each member tell their 
name, why they came to Utah State , what you expect out of 
college, and what some of your educational goals are . Also, 
tell us anything you might think of which will help the group 
to become better acquainted with you. Bill , why don ' t you 
start and tell us . Do you find college friendly? 
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Impersonal? • . Are you living in a dorm? • . Do you 
find it an advantage or disadvantage in going to U . S . U . and 
being from Logan? • . Kind of makes you feel that if I 
s ucceed in college, I kind of did it on my own . What 
is your relationship with your professors? Do you feel you 
can go up and interact with them outside of class? • 
Does this bother you? . 
Our time is about gone for today . I would kind of like 
to leave the group discussion open and have each of us as 
group members make suggest ions as to what we would like to 
talk abo ut in the comi ng sessions. Then, whatever the group 
decides to dis cuss for the next time , it will be our re -
sonsib ility as group members to come prepared to contribute 
to th a t discussion. Sandy, what do you think would be 
interesting to talk about in the group for next time? . 
Jeff, how about you? • 
Counselor monologue the third counseling session . Since 
no one in the group ca me up with any suggestions for this 
week, I thought we could further explore what reactions or 
impressions we make on others . Today, I - thought we could 
use the period to get better acquainted with each other and 
get some feedback from others to see how we are perceived. 
Feedback from others can be valuable in two ways . First of 
all , a person can gain added confidence in himself if he 
think s himself to be inadequate or unacceptable in the 
eyes of others and then finds out that others have quite a 
different viewpoint of him . On the other hand, if a person 
receives some information about himself which is contrary 
to his own self-image, he can then look more closely at his 
personal feelings and behavior in this aspect and he may find 
that he wishes to change some of these behaviors . In every 
day life, we often don't get the chance to find out just how 
we are perceived by others as there are usually many social 
implications in our ask ing or telling others about personal 
impressions . In our group setting, however , we have set up 
an atmosphere of confidentiality and honesty with the person 
next to us and this condition should aid us in learning just 
how we are perceived by others and then compare our personal 
feelings with these perceptions . . Okay, Bill , why don ' t 
you start us out and give your impression of each group member . 
What kind of feelings do you get about Craig afte r having 
seen and listened to him for two sessions . . Ok ay , now 
that we have gone around and listened to the impressions and 
feelings of others about ourselves , I would like to have 
you compare your perceptions about yourself with those given 
to you by others. Are they similar to the way you think 
about yourself a nd the way you think you are seen by others, 
or are they different? I f they are different , what reasons 
do you think has caused this difference in perception? 
Bill, let ' s start with you again . 
Phase I tutoring group 
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Tutor monologue the first tutoring session . • First 
of all, we will use the period and future periods to help 
a ns wer any questions you have about the assignments Dr . Stone 
gives you on Tuesday. If problems arise which need more 
clarification , thi s i s the period for them to be worked out . 
Secondly, if we have time during each period , we will do 
another exercise simila r to the assignment you just completed 
or are working on in class . We will then talk about the 
exercise as a group and discuss different appro priate ways 
of doing the exercise. Those are the two basic purposes of 
the group and will be throughout the qcarter . So first of 
all , let me ask you what questions you have about the assign -
ment or Type I outlining? • • I noticed some of you were 
having trouble in your QC outline on figuring your shrinkage. 
Would anyone like me to go over that? . . Feel free during 
this period to ask any questions you have . Okay , for the 
rest of the hour I have an interesting article here which 
I would like you to do a Type I outline on and then we will 
compare our notes as a class . We will take about 15 
minutes and then have some of you come to the board to help 
us out in creating the best possible Type I outline on this 
article . Okay, now that we have Gary ' s outline and 
Jack's outline on the board , let's look at them and see what 
some of the rest of you had which might add to or qualitatively 
conde n se elements of their outlines . Jan, what did you put 
for the first main heading? . . Good. What did some of 
the rest of you use to illustrate the concept of diving a 
great depth? . 
Tutor monologue the third tutoring session . Before we 
go ahead with the article today, are there any questions 
about the assignment? • • Okay, let ' s go ahead with this 
article today . Do a Type III outline and I hope we can get 
some time for scoring . Since we only have about ten 
minutes left, let ' s go ahead and discuss the article and we 
won ' t put anything on the board . Let ' s go down and 
you can check to see if you have the main indexes and main 
ideas in the artic le . Let ' s take the first part of the 
article. What were the first two main headings you had? 
Dwight what did you have? • . Graig , what did you have? 
• What did you put under audience response? • . In 
those first two paragraphs, did any of you come up with a 
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conclusion? • • One conclusion I saw in there was • 
There might be a natural breakdown here . We could put the 
main heading as " focus ", then have two sub - headings " char-
acters " and " scenes ". Then we could include the facts under 
each of those two sub-headings . Our time is gone , so 
why don ' t you go ahead and score your own from the things 
we have talked about . 
Phase II counseling group 
Counselor monologue the first counseling session . For 
the next five weeks in this course, we are going to do some -
thing a little different from our usual program . We have 
been learning how to improve our study-reading skills which 
is important to college success . We are now going to concen -
trate on another approach in improving reading and study 
skills . This deals with increasing a person ' s feelings of 
worth, feelings of self-control over his attitudes and be-
havior, and his feelings toward the college environment in 
general . Our activities will center around meeting in smaller 
groups called self-improvement groups . . The first step 
in behavioral and attitud e c hange is to pinpoint the behavior 
we want to modify or create. Our second step is that 
we need to record our behavior in some way . Our third 
step involves what we are goinq to do to set up conditions 
whereby we can change our behavior . This involves 
setting up contingencies or what is more commonly known as 
rewards or punishments . Let me give you an example . 
Now that we have counted our behavior and are administering 
punishments or rewards to our inappropriate or appropriate 
responses , we need to graph the behavioral changes . 
Each week we will bring our graphs to this class and we will 
show the rest of the qroup how we are doing . The group 
members will take upon themselves the responsibility to 
add encouragement, suggestions , and helpful comments to other 
group members in their behavioral change efforts . Each member 
of the group will be expected to have at least five days of 
data graphed before the next group session . The assign-
ment for the coming week is to pick a behavior you would 
like to wo r k on , preferably in the personal area or the 
study and reading area , and then record how frequently or 
infrequently you exhibit this behavior during the wee k. 
Don' t reward or punish yourself this week since we need to 
get a baseline on your behavior . We wi ll repo r t back 
to the group next week on the behavior we have picked to 
work on and what rewards or punishments we expect to use the 
following week to change or modify the behavior . 
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Counselor monologue the third counselin g session . Now 
that we have had a week of applying rewarding or punishing 
contingencies to our behaviors, it will be interesting to 
see how you are coming in altering your behavior . Maybe I 
could start out today and show you my graph . As you can see 
from my graph I'm not getting very much of an increase in 
my behavio r of making more initial conversat ions with other 
people . I personally feel that I have set my goal too high 
before I can get a reinforcement . This next week I am going 
to adjust the goal by . Who else would like to report 
to the group on how th ey are doing? Susan, how is your pro-
gram of increasin g your hours of study coming? • . Jack, 
you are also working on increasing your hours of study . Can 
you give Susan any s uggestions as to how she ca n make her 
rewards more motivating to her so that she will be able to 
study more? • • That ' s a good suggestion Jack . Do you 
think that will work in your case Susan? • . Today, many of 
you have brought up the co mment that you have set up rewards 
or punishments for certain of your behaviors but when it came 
right down to implimenting them, you would sometimes over-
look the punishm ent. Kevin , you us ed your not going skiing 
on the weekend as a punishment if you didn ' t cut down to so 
many cigaretts a day . But you then said that if you wanted 
to go skiing bad enough that particular weekend, that you 
would just go ahead and go regardless if you had cut down 
on your smoking or not . I wonder why this is the case . 
What do you think abo ut it? . . How do some of the rest of 
you think we can increase the effectiveness of the positive 
and negative reinf orcement contingencies we have set up for 
ourselves? . 
Phase II tutoring group 
Tutor monologue the first tutoring session . Today, 
and every Thursday, we will meet in this room for a kind of 
laboratory period where we will practice the Type II and 
Type III outlining on different articles . We will also have 
the chance to discuss as a group different applica t ions we 
might make of these two outlines in our other college classes . 
I will bring in different articles at the beginning of each 
class and you can .come and select one, or as many as you 
think you can do during the hour, and do either a Type I or 
a Type II outline on it . When you have done this, come up 
and get a suggested outline of the ar ti cle whic h has a l ready 
been prepared so you can check your outline against it . When 
compari ng your outline with the already prepared one , look 
for similarities and differences which you think are important. 
Then co me up and let me go through both outlines with you. 
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We will check together and I will make suggestions as to the 
main headings, main facts and conclusions I think are also 
important . We are not sayirg that the prepared outline or 
my suggestions are any better than yours; dS a matter of 
fact, yours will probably be much more useful to you personally 
than a strict form we could impose upon you . We would 
like to also use part of our lab period to answer any ques -
tions you have about the projects in Psychology 80 . The first 
of each period will be used to discuss your questions and to 
also make comments on how we are doing as a class in improv -
ing our skills in reading and outlining . Okay, let ' s 
go ahead for today. 
Tutor monoloqu e the third tutoring session . That ' s a 
good question John. Have any of the rest of you been wonder-
ing about the same thing? . I agree that the type of 
outlini ng we are doing can get cumbersome and to the point 
of being almost non-useable. The reason we have stressed 
the form during the first part of the course is because 
Now that you have the basic idea of each outline 
technique, let's try adapting it to your individual needs . 
Perhaps today, we can concentrate on limiting ourselves to 
two or three main thoughts or main headings per article and 
then including only those important facts which you think 
would aid you in taking a test on the material. I think 
this will make the material we read and study more useable 
to us . Okay, let ' s use the same procedure as last week 
and . Thi s is a good outline Helen, especially your 
main headings. I think the words you have used in your 
headings carry some stro ng meanings and you could probably 
pick up your outline in three weeks and remember most of 
what the article said. What do you think? • . This main 
heading is a little c umbersome Bob. I think you have the 
main idea but I doubt you could remember what the heading 
implies over a period of time. Let's see if we can pick a 
shorter heading with som e more meat in it . Do you have 
another choice we could use for the concept you are trying 
to indicate by th e heading? • 
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